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Kitimat council OK's twin grant Latest i)dn. 
The Kitimat City Councii authorized a grant for a summer $1.10 flag and 90cents per mile. Mayor Thom.commented; emp,oymem 
Arts, Crafts and 'Information center as proposed by the "This increase is in line with Prince George taxi fares which 
KiUmat Youth Council and a grant o keep the Kitlmat Child were just recently raised." The increase in.Kitimat is I0 statistias 
Development Center in operation Monday night at a regular percent over the past wo years, according to council. 
council meeting. • Reconsideration a d tidal adoption of three by.laws has 
An inquiry from the Kitimat body building club centered named three new streets in Kitimat after pioneer per- OTTAWA (CP) - -  
around the closure of Riverlodge. Member of the club, Eric sonalities, reduction i  the required parking allowances for 
Hyne', explained that there are "many "dedicated body commercial developments, and tabled, "for zoning Unemployment improved in 
builders in Kitimat who will be without facilities for nine clarification", the "Neighbourhood zoning amendment by- April for the first time in six 
months during the dosing of Riverlodge. To a person in law number 3" which would allow a new commercial months with the actual 
constant trainivg that's a long time." ' recreation facility to start in Nechako center, number of jobless standing 
Recreation dh'ector J~  Gurban explained that a report on Introduction ofseveral items included the "rates by-law" at 999,000, Statistics Canada 
thealternativefacilitf:~tobeusedwhileRiverlodgeisclosed which will make "most remdential p roper ty0wners"  pay less reported today. 
will be coming out soon. Right now the main facilities to be tax dollars in 1978," according to council. But the jobless rate when 
used could be Imndled between the Catholic Church and the Acting municipal manager while Ben deKliene vacates for adjusted for seasonal 
schools, ashortperiodwillbeClarkBrewer, as passed by council, changes, which indicate., 
Jerry Salinger of Kitimat spoke to the cotmcil representing Actlon will be taken to stop vehicles from using the hospital trends in the work force, 
~e Youth Council and their equest for financial assistance.', ski-hill as a practise or drag are'a if council has their way. remained unchanged from 
The original proposal included fivestaff members but that Alderman Patzelt explained that he had observed several March's post4930s high of 
was cut to three,.thm to two. Ministry of Labour, Youth four-wheel vehicles using the hill for climbing and that the 8.6 per cent. 
Employment branch, has authorized the Youth Council to area is a park with potential victims of motor accidents. The figures show that 
hire two staff memb~s for the four months of the project," There is no liability insurance available for the Delta King April's jobless total was an 
explained Salinger.' Days raft race, according to council. "The racers, rafts and improvement from the peak 
The City Cotmcil questioned the need for further assistance course of the river are not inspected by insurance people" so of 1,045,000 estimated in 
and pondered on the $8000 already promised the center by the race goes at users' risks. March. In April, 1977, there 
other sources. Salinger explained that the budget submitted Fishermen have been complaining that the MK Bay were 914,000 unemployed. 
to council was not totally complete and that the project was Marina is not accessible for fishing use since the locked gate The actual jobless rate 
not a "MONEY MAKING" PROPOSITION. "It is a chance has been installed on the slip mtrance, according to alder- was 9.3 per cent, compared 
for the young people to experimce working with their tale~ts map Le Blanc. This gate is a protective measure and with 9.7 per cent in March 
and the public." although the marina is a public facility it is subject o van- and 8.8 per cent in April last 
The motion to give the Youth Council its requested $114.58 dalism and must be protected, explained some o.f the coun .eft year. 
per month for four months was carried, members. James McGram (PC--St. 
Other items on the agmda included aproposal for hikes in A sigh of relief and "that'll stop it for a while" came from John's East) said one area 
taxi fares in Kitimat. The council approved an increase to onepool.lmlloppone~tas themeetingendedat8:28p.m, which needs immediate 
action is the construction 
• • indust ry .  Nat iona l ly ,  Ch g by unemployment in the in- amber taokles olosin -law in the 20-per-cent 
range, McGrath said in a Terrace Mayor Dave Maroney receives plaque commemorating "Bolt Tightening" | 
news release, ceremony marking construction progress of Skeena Mall, last Thursday. The plaque 
Approximately 30 mem, ~y night and, according to One of the questions was merchants oinvestigate and "H April's sharp drop in will be added to {he several interesting mementoes atthe City Hall which, according 
bets attended the Terrace t;ouncu, may not proceed whether tlie attempt to ease prepare a motion to Council housing starts is any in- to one civic offlciaal. "...has more plaque(s) than a dental office." Presenting the 
District Chamber of Corn- any further Should the the shop closing hours was with recommendat ions dication of the new {rend, plaque is Alan Cornwall, vice president and Regional General Manager of Abacus 
merce luncheon meeting at majority of " Terrace the result of pressure from whether or not to repeal the almost 75,000 jobs are at Cities Ltd., developers of the Mall. 
the Terrace Hotel at n~n, businesses impress Council K-Mart which is planning to existing shop dosing by-law, stake." i 
Tuesday, when the main they are satisfied with the open a Te/'race outlet and (At present, stores must McGrath said the 
t°°icf°rdiscussi°nwasaby'lawasitn°wstands" "uallyhasextendedh°urscl°seat6p'm'andremaL'tg°vermnentsh~d Hours By Law 
law currently before Council Municipal Aminlstrator in most of its locations. The unopened for ten consecutive liminate its five-percent 
to repeal the exist~g Shop Bob Hallsor was in at- answ~ was a decided "No". hours) mm 
Closing act. tendance to explain the 10 businesses were A representative group rialsSales tntaXmake°n buildingconstructionmate. 
The bylaw to situation to. date and an- . represented at the meeting, from Council will meet with less costly and should in- 
repeal the bylaw received its swered questions on behalf A motion was made to the Chamber and the matter troducepartialdeductability  ('TT011.[-11(1 '~'~ 
sec0nd reading Mon- of Counci,. strike a committee of re~il wil~ proceed from there IM interest frmm taxab leL~ome put on 
Council 's.  " cou ld  - attttude so . ,  • job figures for April compared Terrace council will present shop closing hours input whendrawingup a new 
• with the previous month and a consult withlocal merchants bylaw. 0nly one m~chant one. 
year earlier. (estimates in thou- before making any changes approached was opposed to  A shop closing hours by- 
cost  .ta ayers $209,668 . . . .  - ' :  • • " ' : - " r "  U-r  "h "-al l  to the existing shop closing retaining the by-law, King law is for, the benefit of the .... . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . , .. .i~,?,i'": ........... ' .... "" ~ ............ ~ it /8 ~'~'~~'X 'h°urLbyAaw'~acc°rding~t° -sta ed,:'-~:~..;'.( :: i • n~'chants, he Stressed..:  
CANADA' ' . " 'P " ' . ' °  "'" AId,B0b Cooper. The 'merchants ate "I00 Aid.  Jolliffe, however, 
Cooper made that per cent" in favor of pointed out that he d/d not Terrace taxpayers could involved in negotiations were divided on the issue of Council, however, had se~t Labor fro'eel0,750 10326 10,340 statement a Monday night's rein'ruing the bylaw King know of a single customer 
be respons'ible for an recently regarding who the site. a letter '.explaining itheir Employed 9,752 9,680 9,425' council meeting where a" stated, adding that repealing who was opposed to the 
estimated ~09,~68 bill to would foot the bill for curbs Both Skeena MLA Cyril position to Shelford, which Unemployed 999 1,045 914 ,delegation of merchants a bylaw because it is con- "Midnite Madness" sale. 
upgrade services near the and gutter, sidewalks and 'Sh~IfordandtheTerraceand ppeared to satisfy him, NEWFOUNDLAND 
presented a 50-signatur~ tenuous sets a dangerous When ~estioned as to proposed ~ourthouse an( paving Olson Avenue to District Chamber of Com- council was told. Labor force 188 i83 180 "poll" of businessmm who precedent, wlmt course of action counell 
health unit ff the province prepare for construction of merce have criticized Aid. Helmut ,Giesbrecht Employed 151 147 145 .opposed the planned repeal 
does not take full respm, the provincial vacilities on ¢ounefl or their opposition to stated officially he was Unemployed 37 35 35 of the by-law. Ald. Vic Jolliffe reminded would take if approached by 
sibility for the cost of these the corner of Kalum and the site. opposed to the site ~m Kalum, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND Two weeks ago c0tmcil the merchants' delegation a consumer group appealing 
services. Olson. ' but stressed the desireability Labor force 50 49 48 announced plans to repeal that the recent "Midnite for longer opening hours, 
Last month's negotiations ' Mike Tindall, presidmt of of the facilities being located Employed 42 43 ~41 the municipal hours by-law Madness" sale put council Mayor Dave Maroney 
At. Monday night's brought up other conflicts the Chamber of Commerce, within Terrace. Unemployed 7 6 ~7 because merchants were not "in a difficult position." . replied that council would 
The "Midnite Madness" deal with that issue ff it ever meeting, council accepted a surrounding the proposed pointed out there ik a Council will hold a public NOVA SCOTIA obeying the restrictions. By sale was held by a number of came up. 
recommendation to inform facilities, primarily the fact possibility that "a lack of meetfmg within the next few Labor force 339 328 324 doing council members 
the B.C. Building Cor- Umt he province lmd chosen apparent enthusiasm toward weeks on the question of Employed " 297 2~ 283 agreed shop closing hours merchants who went ahead The bylaw to repeal the 
poration that Costs of off.site the site without consulting, the location of the tour- rezoning the Kalum and Unemployed 43 41 would be governed by with the late opening despite ~ existing shop closing hours 
servicing were the full council, thouse in Terrace may Olson Street site to allow for NEW BRUNSWICK provincial statues which the the fact they were con- bylaw got two readings 
2~ travening the bylaw and Monday night, before responsibility of the BCBC. . A t  an ear l ie r  council prejudice the possibility of- construction of the tour- Labor force 264 250 municipality would not faced prosecution.. council members topped to 
The two sides have been meeting, council members its location here." thouse and health unit. Unemployed'Empl°yed 22143 40 21238 enforCe.spokesman for the mer- Jolliffe also pointed out await negotiations with the 
QUEBEC " chants' delegation Corbin that amany merchants who merchants. 
Labor force2,790 2,816 2,700 King, manager of a local had participatedin "Midnite A bylaw to repeal 
Employed 2,461 2,~11 2,413 store, told council the "fact Madness" also signed the restrictions on garage and 
Unemployed 329 287 of paying licenses and fees petition in favor of keeping service station hours, received three readings at 
ONTARIO should give (merchants) the bylaw, the same meeting. " 
Labor force 4,111 '4,0953,948 some protection." King admitted the late. No service station owners 
Employed 3,7823,7503,648 Local businessmen have, night sale was a mistake and had responded to the an- 
Unemployed 330 345 • 300 in the past, expressed promised council that the nouncement of this by-law 
Manitoba repeal, council Was told,and • concern that if there are merchants '  themselves 
Labor force 464 465 454 wide-open hours, some would help enforce the Aid. Helmut Giesbrecht 
Employed 432 429 423 stores will take advantage of closing bylaw, stated if a bylaw is on the 
Unemployed 33 36 31 this by staying op~ late, Aid. Cooper assured the books for the protection of a 
SASKATCHEWAN while others can not afford delegationseveraltimes that group of people, and this 
Labor force 422 420 412 the cost of extruded hours, council's original intention group is violating the bylaw, 
Employed 395 390 387 K-mart, a large depart- was to repeaHhe bylaw then "it may as well be 
Unemployed! 27 30 25 meat store whose chains ask the merchants for their repealed." 
ALBERTA 
generally stay open ~:~:~:~:~:`:~:~:~:~:~:~.:~:~`:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ :' H'dro bin dmut Labor. force 930 918 880 evenings, will be opening up ::::::::::;::::::::::: Employed 880 867 839 in theSkeena Mall, currently 
Unemployed 50 51 41 under construction on 
BRITISH COLUMBIA Lakelse Avenue and slated 
Labor force 1,192 1,191 1,144 for completion i  the fall. A collapsed hydro tower between Prince George and 
Employed 1,091 1,082 1,035 King said a group of Houston has left Houston and Smithers withoug power except 
Unemployed 100 108 109 business men got together for emergency diesel, according to Sandy Sandhals, district euaua''" meet  after they had learned of manager of B.C. Hydro. 
council's plans/to repeal the The company hopes to have the tower replaced by Wed- 
by-law and decided to revive, nesday morning. 
,m,m~, | | , ,  the retail merchants At the present.time, Hydro does not know the cause of the 
plVlVGUWO • association, collapse, Sandhals said, or how much it will cost to replace 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. The group then took a poll the tower. ' 
(CP) --Delegates to the oflmsinesses and obtained SO 
annual convention of ' the signatures of merchants in :::.:::.:.:~:::.:.::::::::::....;:::::::.:.:.::.~:::::.:.:.:.:::.::::::::::::::::::::::::..:.:.:::::::..::::::::::::::::::::::: 
British Columbia School favor of retaining the 
Trustees Association wound ' 
up their four.day meeting Child care  c e n t r e  Monday by terminating the 
group's participation i the 
B.C. Council of Public Sector 
gets new Iooation . , Delegates said the cost of Agnes Mots, left, will be manager of the Second Look local persons will be employed fn its operation. At belonging to the council-- 
Studio, which will be opening In the Skeena Mall in mid ' right; Diana Dorrlngton, District of Terrace Executive SM,000 ' this year with a. 
October. ~cond Look, a Vancouver based chain, of Assistant, chats w~th Agnes at the reception in the projected increase to 
beauty salons, will deal in wigs, makeup,, costume LakelseHotel, fMlowing the Bolt Tightening ceremony $100,000 by 1981--was too Terrace Child Minding to move in the near future to All parents need some free 
Jeweilery and related 9n~. Between three and four ,at the Skeena Mall site. / ' high and that the post-con- Centre, which faces eviction make way for construction of time, Manji stated,and the 
• t ro l  wage-and-pr ice  from their p'resent facilities, the proposed health and Child Minding Centre gives 
aq  yr,! oam'"'e monitoring agency would will be  moving into a human resources and this toparentswhileoffering 
WASHINGTON iAP) : i' "" '~:" -~  Vetwins  Graham causng him to fall only duplicate services municipally.owned building courthouse on that parcel of a high quality learning en. 
Calvin Graham, who saw. through three storeys of already available, in the downtown area. Crown land. vrionment for their children, 
Liz Manji, repressentlng The Child Minding Cmtre Coun~:il voted to rent an 
action in the South Pacific ~ superstructure. The vote to withdraw was the Child Minding' Centre, is "a much needed service" upstairs space in the during the Second. World decided to reverse the ~t." He lost two front teeth and 258 to 74, 
War as a 13-yearoldsailor/is dishonorable discharge ~ Grallam had pleaded his says he suffered a con- The association, however, 'spoke to council at Monday in Terrace, Manji explained municipally owned house to 
finally getting his honorable issued when it discovered he case to two presidents, at cussion and received 13 head approved a motion to re-join night's meeting, asking for '~ operating at full capacity the Child .Minding Cmtre, 
discharge. ~ had enlisted at  age 12. least four congressmen a d stitches, the ' Canadian School use of the municipal house serving about 30 childrm and rent the basement out as 
His 34-year struggle nded "I think it's about time," many lowerranking "I didn't say anything Trustees Assocation, a body near the arena, each day. an arts and crafts facility, 
Monday. when the White said Graham from his Fort bureaucrats. . about i tat  the time because theB.C, group left last year. ' The facility, currently Use of the centre has The front part of the upstalrs 
located at the corner of doubled in the past year, she will be considered for offices HousesaidtheU.S. Navyhas Worth, Tex., home. "I've - Durin~ Guadalcanal, an'  half the ship was dead," he The membership fee. is Kalum and Olson, will have said. and meeting space~. 
reviewed his case and been fighting So long to get enemy shell exploded near said. $34,000, 
¢ 
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Aldo Moro'sbody found 
ROME (AP)  - -  The blood- headquarters two block, midst, elected his first time' out in 
smeared body of former from the traffic-filled Piazza SITE SYMBOLIC 1946 to a aeat in the Chamber 
Italian premier Aldo Moro, 
shot in the head and his 
hands and feet chained, was 
found in a parked car in the 
heart of Rome today, 55 days 
after he was kidnapped by 
the Red Brigades. 
Police said they found five 
spent cartridges inthe car, a 
red Renault bearing Rome 
licence plates and later 
determined to have been 
stolen. 
• The 61-year-old More als0 
had several wounds in the 
body, police sources aid. 
The body was clad in a 
blue overcoat, ~rapped in a 
red blanket and dumped on 
the floor of the ear's 
hackseat. Firemen who saw 
it said the face was ex. 
tremely pale and Moro's 
five-foot, 11-inch frame had 
lost considerable weight. 
The discovery ended tragi- 
cally an ordeal that trauma- 
tized Italy and transfixed the 
attention of the world. 
The body was found at 
l:30p.m.onVia 
Michelangelo Caetani, a 
narrow cobblestoned street 
of 15th-and 16,h-century 
palaces running alongside 
Communist . party 
headquarters and just a 
stone's throw from Christian 
Democratic headquarters. It 
was just two blocks from the 
busiest intersection i  Rome. 
ANONYMOUS CALL 
Officers went to the area 
and discovered the body 
after police headquarters 
received an anonymous 
telephone call saying a bomb 
had been placed in a ear 
parked on Via Funari, a 
street adjacent o the 200- 
metrelong Via Caetani. 
They found nothing on Via 
Funari but then checked Via 
Caetani. 
The ear apparently had 
been parked on the street for 
several hours, police said• 
The body was loaded into 
Their choice of a site was 
symbolic. The headquarters 
of Italy's two largest parties 
are only 200 Metres apart, 
and the Red Brigades have 
bitterly denounced the 
Communists for their un- 
precedented parliamentary 
alliance, engineered b)  
,More, with the minority 
Chr i s t ian  Democrat  
government. 
In the last few. months, 
Communist leaders h~ve 
walked the short distance for 
meetings to diseuss policy 
with the Chrintisii 
Democrats. 
The Communists had been 
among the staunchest foes of 
dealing with the terrorists 
for Moro's life. 
Moro, who had been ex- 
pected to become the 
country's next president 
was kidnapped on the very 
day parliament pproved the 
Communist.Christian D~no- 
erat agreement. 
The Red Brigades, signing 
themselves as " " t rue  
representat ives of the 
proletariat" and of Com- 
muntsts, claim the Italian 
Communist party has sold 
out the working class. 
A distant figure to most 
Italians, More was pictured 
in cartoons as a Sphinx 
whose thoughts were an- 
derstandable only to a select 
few, A personal friend of 
Pope Paul, he was known for 
his dark doublebreasted 
suits, a stack of newspapers 
under his arm and a streak 
of silver across his da. rk, 
close-cropped heir. 
Italy's post-war premier, 
Aleide de  Gasperi, was 
credited with bringing More 
intopolitiea and the five-foot, 
11-inch newcomer was 
of Deputies, the lower home. 
After that he won every 
subsequent election to 
parliament. 
More entered the govern- 
mint in 1955 as justice 
minister and held various 
cabinet seats until 1976 when 
he took over thepresideney 
of the badly disarrayed 
Christian Democrats after 
an election in which they ran 
just four percentage points 
ahead of the Communists. 
Moro's gift at striking a 
compromise was put to work 
in an attempt to bring peace 
to the skaky a]llance bet- 
wesn the Christian 
Democrats and the Italian 
Communist party, led by 
Enrico Berlinguer who 
pledged his members to 
following Western 
• democratic principles and 
helped create the doctrine of 
Eurocommunism which 
maintained its independence 
from the Kremlin. 
MORO KEY FIGURE 
The agreement worked out 
brought the Communists into 
the parliamentary majority 
for the first t ime in 31 years, 
awarding them a policy role 
without actually bringing 
them into the cabinet. It 
capped two months of 
patient negotiations with • 
Moro as a key figure. 
This accomplished, Moro 
was tippodto take over from 
'fellow Christian Democrat 
Giovanni Leone when the 
largely ceremonial post of 
president of Italy became 
vacant in December. That 
chance_ never came. 
Moro's fnmily appealed to 
the party leaders for a 
change of heart, but the 
officials tood firm. 
BCR strike 
NORTH 
Wife batterings 
myths dispelled 
A woman who is beaten by 
her husband probably 
deserves a good kick in the 
aSS. 
This myth as well as many 
others help perpetuate the 
vicious syndrome of wife 
battering, forcing thousands 
of women to live in fear and 
teaching children that 
• violence is an acceptable 
solution to problems, ac- 
cording to Donnie Patterson 
who was in ~itimat last week 
holding ~ workshop on 
battered women. 
"Society gives its per- 
mission to wife beating," 
Pattersod' said, placing the 
blame on the woman who is 
actually the victim, rather 
VANCOUVER any products origihatln~ than on the man who uses his 
physically weaker wife as a 
degrades his wife over a long 
period of  time, Patterson 
stated, constantly attacking 
her feelings of self-worth to 
the point where she no longer 
believes in herself or her own 
abilities. 
"These women feel, 
'somehow I cause my own 
heating,'" Patterson said, 
which makes it virtually 
impossible for them to break 
nut of a destructive 
relationship. 
To further complicate the 
situation, most women tend 
to hide the fact they have 
been beaten, mistakenl) 
believing she has to protect 
her husband and keep the 
family together. 
One of the most herren- 
dora reasons why a battered an ambulance and taken 
away. Police cordoned off 
the area. Crowds of weeping 
Romans congregated onthe 
tiny street. 
"Bastards, bastards," one 
woman cried. "He suffered 
so much." 
Police cars with sirens 
whining sped through the 
city, desvrted as usual 
during the ~arly.afternosn 
lunch hours. Pc,ice said they 
had .receivedl other tip~ 
befOre the discovery of the 
car and were throwing out 
dragnets across the city. 
Franco Evangelisti, top 
aide to Premier Giulio 
And,coati, made the first 
official identification of the 
body. 
Via Caetani leads into Via 
Botteghe Oscure, site of 
Communist party 
Venezis intersection. 
The Italian Communist 
party's directorate went into 
session immediately, an( 
party official Giancarh 
Pajetta said as he entered 
the meeting: "This i s  a 
crime of sadist ferocity." ' 
KIDNAPPED MARCH 16 
More, president of the 
govern ing  Chr i s t ia r  
Democrat party and five. 
time former premier, was 
kidnapped March 16 in a 
Rome street ambush that 
killed his five .police 
bodyguards. 
Last Friday, his Red 
Brigade eeptors issued the 
last of a series ef messages, 
saying they were "carrying 
out" a death "verdict' 
against him because the 
Christian Democrats had re- 
fused to negotiate theil 
demand for the release of 13 
jailed terrorists in exchange 
for Moro's life. 
During Moro's 54-day 
captivity, the Marxist urban 
guerrillas had delivere( 
"communiques" to the news 
media saying Moro, 
generally regarded as Italy's 
most influential politica 
leader, had been "sen. 
tenced" to death at a 
"people's trial" on grounds 
that his Christian Democrats 
had taken anti.preletarian 
stands during their three 
decades as Italy's governing 
party. 
• Moro himself wrote a 
tream of letter to political 
leaders urging them tc 
bargain with his captors. In 
a desperate handwritter 
letter April 24, More said: 
"We are at zero hour.  
Massacre t ime is ap  
proanhing." 
Italy's interior minister, 
Francesco Cnssiga, one of 
Moro's Christian Democrat 
proteges, was one of the first 
to arrive at the scene after 
police and bomb experts 
opened the doors of the 
parked car. 
Since the kidnapping, the 
area had been one of the 
most heavily guarded neigh- 
borhoods of Rome. The 
Communist party recently 
installed~ floodlights .am 
closed-circuit televisim 
cameras canning its front 
doorstep 24 hours a day. 
Chr ist ian Democrat 
headquarters nn nearby 
• Piazza del Gesu had been 
Surr'~..ded by submachine 
&'un4~ting soldier prevmting 
scores of curious Romans 
from approaching the 15th- 
• century palace during the 
7½-week drama. 
Despite this tight security, 
the terrorists were able to 
infiltrate the very heart of 
the political establishment 
and dump Moro's body in its 
Lettuce prices 
will go down 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
After hitting an all.time high 
of $1.29 a head in some city 
supermarkets, lettuce prices 
are on their way down due to 
improved weather con- 
ditions in California nd the 
consumer's refusal to pay 
high prices, supermarket 
spokesmen said Monday. 
Woodward's Stores 
spokesman C.L. Keetch said 
the price drop to 79 cents a 
head in some stores was 
largely due to eastern 
markets in Chicago and New 
York, where consumers re- 
fused to pay $1.59 to $1.69 for 
a head of lettuce. 
The resulting drop in 
demand for lettuce created a 
surplus of the product, and 
forced the price cuts, he 
said. 
5uper-Va~i Stores 
spokesman ~hirley Brown 
said the improved weather 
conditions in California have 
allowed farmers to get into 
the fields to harvest. But she 
said the situation could 
change at any time depen- 
ding on the weather and the 
perishable nature of lettuce. 
"They've had peculiar 
weather down there, but we 
think the worst is over," she 
• said. 
Lettuce is selling for 89 
cents a head at Super-Valu 
and Woodward's .and for 79 
cents at Safewey. 
Lettuce from the lower 
Fraser Valley should he on 
the Vancouver market in the 
third week of June but will 
not cause a significant price 
change, Keeteh said. 
RCMP admits 
punching 
VANCOUVER(CP) - -  downtown street before 
RCMP Const. Gary Kirk- driving to the drive.in. They 
patrick said Monday that he were sipping drinks when 
punched aSurrey, B.C. man. four police officers, who the 
in the stomach during a drug couple thought were thieves 
search, but he said he did it 
t~ ;,revent the man from 
swallowing a cap of heroin 
police thought he might have 
had in his mouth. 
Kirkpatrick and ' fellow 
RCMP constables Hugh 
Stewart and David Moll, 
Vancouver police detective 
John Edwards and the city of 
Vancouver are being sued 
for damages in an alleged 
case of mistaken identity. 
Gerald Schuck'and his wlfe 
say they were assaulted and 
falsely arrested during an 
incident at a drive-in 
restaurant here last July. 
The case is being heard by 
Justice George Murray ef 
the British Columbia 
Supreme Court. , 
The couple had been to a 
movie, then walked along a 
confronted' them. 
They alleged that they 
were unjustifiably abused, 
that the husband was 
grabbed by the neck as he 
sat at the wheel of his car 
and waspulled out of the ear 
by the hair when he resisted, 
that the wife was taken 
violently out of the car by her 
wrists and that both were 
handcuffed while officers 
searched unsuccessfully for 
drugs. 
OFFICER HIDDEN 
The court was told that a 
hidden officer using 
binoculars saw a woman 
buying drugs from a known 
pusher In a downtown care 
and radioed her description 
to waiting officers who 
spotted a man and woman 
driving away from the area, 
(CP) - -  British Columbia 
Railway freight rains were 
all at a standstill today as 
union employees et up 
picket lines from nne end of 
the line to the other in a 
dispute stemming from a 
atrike by another union at 
the Husl~ Oil Ltd. refinery 
near Prince George, B.C. 
Only movement on the" 
tracks of the crown.owned 
railway involved regular 
pa~enger runs #ore. the 
north and south. Superymory 
staff kept those trains z~lng • 
but freight service was tied 
up completely. 
Six unions of the joint 
railway council set up 
pickets Monday night all 
along the B.C. Rail line to 
protest railway supervisors 
moving tank cars through 
picket lines at the refinery 
where the Oil, Chemical and 
Atomic Workers Union ~s ca 
strike. 
The parties met at the B.C. 
Labor Relations Board until 
early today in a bid to settle 
the picketing dispute by 
mediation, however, the 
marathon attempt failed and 
the board was expected to 
call a formal hearing today 
or Wednesday. 
Before the picketing, B.C. 
' council of the Confederation 
of Trades Union placed a hot 
edict Monday on all Husky 
products. The council, which 
from the refinery, punching bag wife stays with her husband 
MET SEVEN HOURS . . ' • NTrtt-~rtl,1tinntuo~ roo~,~ Wife battering m treated is simply fear, Patterson 
k..',~=L.:~'~"~,:-~-.:~'~'~'~," asafamilymattex, adispute said. There's always the 
~aw~,  ~.~.. ,~  a,,~ j,,,,, ,~,o, o~,,m I,,, 1,~ in the fear that no matter howfara 
council, said Ron Bone, labor ::~".~'~,:,,~'=H',Tto let *~," • b rd . . . . . . .  ,v  . . . . . . . .  ., . . . . .  woman rum, her husband relations oa vice- 
chairman, following the w~ii~a~°fht~eesh:t~i~ hold deal will find ber, which would 
result in a fatal beating. Shorts seven-hour emergency Many women'- accept "We li~e in terror," 
meeting. " 
"We called the (Monday beatings as a natural part of Patterson said. 
married life, Patterson said, It's time that men- all men 
night) meeting to see • who have 'b' ..,~,~, . . . . . . .  ,aa,..u-.,a.,o *~'e especmlly those - accept the responm ility for RURAL CRAFTS DO WELL 
~,~ ~,~o,.,,.;,~,~,,.~,, grown up in homes where wife battering, she said, but HALIFAX (CP) --  New. 
w~l~0~it ~,"~ze~.~ra~e"un~an' .:suchviolence was afrequent : until that happens, women :foun,dland's rural . 
_~_~. ' f ,o  .a~..ne: ,, occurrance, However, many who are beaten must be',.-development ~ii~ster~:Johi~ "
s .~. . , ,~ . , , ,  . --~,. ,.-, ' • er  " u, . .m, .~a ,,n* mo,.~,,~ ,,, , .  ~wom~n. who. .hay, e .~ey~ .... ,pr, oteeted, . Imndigran/'  : ~b:ys •i ~ his':" 
. . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  s 1 find isst,,,s but said that "at  this experience thin all Currently there are no department did well in a 
- - ' - .  . . . . . . . .  themselves trapped in a faei l i i lesfortheprotectianof craft  trade show here 
Dour el me morsmg, t rams violent marriage, battered wives in either recently. The show provided 
both parties have a very "Battering takes place in Terrace or Kitimat, Pat -a  forum for craft producers 
clear understanding of each. 
others pe~ition." 
Mac Norris, B.C.  Raft' 
vicepresideat, said the "hot 
ear issue" was the point of 
contention throughout the 
meeting. 
"They consider.a product 
from the plant a hot car 
when on our property, and 
that's the crux of the dispute 
here now," said Norris. ~'It'a 
been a long arduous night 
and nothing has been 
,all segments of society," 
• Patterson said, speaking of 
still another myth that points 
to lower class, uneducated 
families as the place where 
battering occurs. 
More often than not bat- 
tering men don't allow their 
wives access to money, 
leaving them in a state of 
financial dependency which 
makes it difficult to escape. 
At the root of the. situation 
resolved." is the fact that the man 
Ghm Bowles of the United • continually humiliates and 
Transportat ion Union,. 
representing trainmen, said ~ 
that aggravation against 
management has' been 
building up for months hut 
would not expand on specific 
issues. He said supervisors 
to, son said, and there is a 
need for translation homes, 
more resource centre and 
self-help groups to help both 
the battered .wife and  the 
battering husband. 
-"We have the money, we 
have the resources and we 
have the expertise," she 
said, "but  our priorities are 
elsewhere." 
Another  protect ion bat.. 
tered wives need is 
protection under the law. 
Meat family violence in- 
Combines trial 
continues 
olden,a, if they are reported, 
are handled by the courts 
under the Family Relations 
Act rather than the Criminal • 
Code. 
Kitimat was the last stop 
on .Patterson's eries ol 
workshops across the nor- 
thwest ,  for Northwest 
Community College. 
Patterson, who is a Burns 
Lake resident, has had 
personal experience in the 
problem of wife hatt~isg. 
She said turnouts at these 
workshops are never large, 
but discussion in the small 
trusting roups is "quite an 
emotional experience." 
Not all the women who 
attend these workshops are 
battered women, but "all 
can identify with the feeling 
of powerlessness," he said. 
Patterson will• •also be 
doing a section on battered 
women for a symposium on 
family violence being held in 
Terrace in June. 
in the Atlantic region to 
exhibit heir items to the 300 
.buyers who attended. 
JEWISH WOMEN MEET 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The 
International Council ' oz 
Jewish Women, representing 
29 affiliates from 23 coun- 
tries with approximatel} 
100,000 membership, will 
held its 11th triennial con- 
vention May ~Tth through 
21st in Atlanta, Ga. The 
Canadian affiliate will hold 
its annual meeting in Atlanta 
prior to the international 
convention. 
CAMP REcEIvES BUS 
(CP) - -  Merrywood Camp 
has received a new, specially 
equipped bus to transport 
handicapped children. The 
VISITS CUBA 
HAVANA (AFP) --  
Congolese head of state, 
Gen. Joachim Yhombi- 
Opango arrived in Havana 
on Monday for a six-day 
visit. His delegation i cluded 
Foreign Minister Theophile 
Obenga, .trade minister 
Jacob Okandza and army 
chief of staff, Col. Raymond 
Ngollo. 
J o in  the w inners :  
Get  your t icket  
for the May draw 
in the $100,000 
KinWin lottery. 
Michiile A, MorganlNaiiaim¢ 
E. 01dl/01No, 
~fy  McMUlan/gamfoops 
Johii Cfoochowit/Hudson Hope 
W. Rotchat/Nalloq~ii Day • 
Phitp JohnsonlSparwood 
Ro~lM Talinii,/Chntwyiid 
ChafMa CllffordlHazalton 
0.6. PaMlalKomlonps 
Pat Oollaghy/Kii,omeo$ 
C. Fraser MacKaylSl~mous 
Elmor |.  WilaolilOaoyao~ 
Mai D. Smith/Validalhool 
A & J VanolslandiiUSabri.o~ 
W.M. nlis$1AIoais C,eok 
HoH MscOooaMIChiiloli 
Mabel Rklbalkin/Crascniit Volloy 
Pal CrowtMrlPo,t Moody 
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Colinlo Man|lea/Coo,loony 
K. Sch~fonlUngiey 
Mrs. Lyode WhlppalLangley 
R.M. Olshopli :,iigi~ 
Go,pier RamanMClaa,bfook 
Vim JohiisonlCralihrook 
J.F. EdwlfdalVlotBla 
PaolA?d~sOylOuncan ~ .~,, 
Mai~ MaflanslKalowiio 
GIMI M0orl/galo;~nl .' ~ ''! : : ; ' ! ' "  
' rail SlilrllOurfllh~" 
n~don Montooma~//Oibiolis 
~dtts NaisonlCoqoitf|nl 
g.ld. Hlrrls/Abb~tsf~'d 
J3nis McFaddln/Hallaimo 
LoaM# fla rvliilDe151 
Evoiyn O'OonniilllPort Albiirni 
Site,on Tlylos/Poft Alhlriii 
GIodys.& Flank CrlssoiilVic ~ia 
M. Hammln9oet/Victoria 
rau|hia Moo,ing/Ouetnal 
¥o~liida S~nioklCiiquit~im 
M. BiflnalVict~'b 
Hol4n McLachlanlWest Vanc'0U¥l, 
A.E. RolselllVancoover 
M. HutahisnnlVancouvef 
J & R Hollald & Boys/How Weslminstet 
represents 30#00 workers triggered the full dispute across Canada, said when they moved the tank VANCOUVER (CP) - -  'Asked how he knew the enabledSmiths theFallScampR°tarYto add'Clubthis 
engineers on B.C. Rail, ears across, the spur line Seized newspaper 'names, Wapniarski said he valuable addition to its ,a- 
members of the Canadian where the oil workers union photographs depicting had known some.f the cilities'as a result of ~tra  f J~e~. .  
fishermen's union members .fishermen previomly, and funds available from the fOt~/~./ 
Union of Transportation has been on strike since at a 1976 anti-eombines obtained other names by . club's participation i  Old THEKINSMENREHABILITATIDN 
Employees, will not handle April 19. inquiry were sent to 'wit- matching photographs in a Home Week festivities in FOUNDATION LOTTERY FOR THE Rehab ~_ now testifying at a" fmhermen's publication to Smiths Falls last year. PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED 
c e n t r e  trial of 6even f ishermen the Sun's photographs. ~ ~ Q~ ~ 
" charged with unlawfully ~ Provincial Court Judge D. 
impeding the inquiry, D. Hums admitted as  ~ ~ ~  
f o r  Kamloops/ combines invest igat ior evidenc, Monday msstbf the 
testifiodMonday. • Co lhmbia  Te lev is ion  CLER.mL " 
' " Wapnisrskisaldthat the members of the United d" '~S heD~' VACANCIES VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A rcltabilitation.sperta centre pictures were sent to all 6and7ineldeatsbetweenthe rehabilitation centrc where anNe,way, 150 miles north of Crown witnesses in th~ case combines officials and 
handicapped persons'could Oslo. ' . except for a television X~.~/  
become self-reliant throigh . "The Norwegians have of-  reporter and. cameraman, ermen and Allied Workers' B.C. Tel has clerical positions 
outdoor and indoor sports is feted their support in terms The pictures, photocopies Union. Several segments available in the Terrace Office. being planned for the of staff and operative know- of prints made from which federal Crown 
Kamloope, B.C•, area, says how to B :C . ' s  proposed negatives eized during a prosecutor Arthur 
Chris Cooke, a remedial facility," ~ke  said in an Combines Investigation MacLennan indicated he did ~ Appl icants must have a Grade  
therapist at Vancouver's G . .  interview]~I~ndey. " Commission ' search of not wish included were left 12 education and a minimum of 
F. Strong Rehabilitation HeasidtheSonsofNorway' Vancouvei" Sun uewsroom out. 50  
Centre. . . Cooke, who has helped woold he willing to start off Jan.11,1977, were entered as In ruling most of the ftim ~ w.p.m, typing. Experience 
the fund.raising campaign evidence at the t r ia l ,  admissible, Judge Hums. ~- -~ 111 office work would be an 
organize cross-country with a @,00o to $10,ooo grant Pacific Press Ltd., which pointed out that what weight ~ asset. 
slmng tor~ the blind, says and the group is preparing a producc~ the evening Sun he will place on it is yet to be .(-.~-~ 
sports Such as swimming, brief to submit o provincial, and morning Province, took determined. .~_ j  The successful candiates will 't 
skiing, winter camping, Health Minister Bob Mc- the case o f  the seized Wapnlarski testified that have an opportunity for per- 
running and horseback Clolland and federal fitness negatives and other since obtaining the film in ~ sonal and Career development, 
riding are not only well and amateur sport minister" materials to British Co- midJanuary, 1977, he had' 
within the capabilities of Iosa Campagnolo. lumbia Supreme Court, and shown it a number of times and these positions offer ex- 
many handicapped persons, on June 28, 1977, Chief to many different penple, ~ cellent working conditions and 
but could actually help them Hesaid the land would cost Justice Nathan Nemetz including most of the wit- a comprehensive compensation. 
become increasingly ands- betwcen$120,000andSt2S,000 ruled that the search nesses in the current trinl. ~ package. ' 
• pendent, and the building, with warrants issued against he SHOWN TWICE 
With the organizational facilities for 40 er S0 persons, Sun and Province allowing The latest showi" took 
support ef the Sons of Nor- would bring the total cost to the lnvestigutors totake the place late last month jn his ~ Qualified applicants hould 
way of British Columbia, more than $1 million, materials were an abuse of hotel room In Vancouver, apply in person between 9:00 
Cooke'lslooklngat20Oacre " I /we can raise mestof the precsss of the court. The' when it was showu twlce to a ~ a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on Thur- 
sites within a 100.mile radius the money by public warrants were quashed, number of Crown witnesses, sday, May 11th a't the 
of Kamloops where the donations, . we ' hope the ' he said. 
handicapped could go for provincial government will WROTE NAMES Asked by Rankin whether ~ TeiTace Canada Emp|oyment  
intensive, three.to-four.week take over the operation once Testifying under cross- he was tense during the Dec. 
activity therapyof trainedUnder the it Is built--hopefully by counseleXaminati°n by de,once fishermen7 incid t, When a croWdin the°f ~ Centre 
guidance sports 1980," Cooke said. Harry Rankin, .gathered (Canada Manpower) 
and remedial therapists. The pro ject  will be Wapnlankisaidhe wrote the reception area of federal 4630 Lazelle Avenue, " 
Coske-got the idea of the discmse4further, heeaid, at namesefthepespledeplcted mimtryofconsameraffalrs ~ Terrace, B.C. 
remedial sperts centre whe~ the national convention of In the photographs on offices, Wapniarski said he 
hespentsixmonthslastyear the Sosa of Norway on them8beforesendingthemto was not tense, but.was ~ / ~  ~ 
at Beltostole~l--a Vancouver Island in Juhe. the .witnesses. worried. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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TH E GMA POLL 
• .l'he ';'errace-Kltimat . . . . . . . . . . . . .  HERALD has entered an exclusive contract with GMA 
Research for the taking and publishing of the GMA Polk with will be 
dlinR th,. fallowing issues. You may rate each as "excellent", good", "fair", or 
"D~;0Y"•  
. .{;.~.L ~ ~, ~I :,,. t.J, ing l,~dls on such topical Issues as the need for minimum language 
test~ f,r chii:il'en in the public school system, taxpayer opinion on a new multi. 
purpose s|ItM'~tlll| Io serve greater Vancouver, The GVRD's usefulness, inter-urban 
mass transit and current political leanings in our areas. GMA Research Corporation 
Is a major market and opinion research firm with offices in Vancouver, B.C., Seattle, 
Wasbingtoq and Portland, Oregon. 
. .GMA's clients read like a Who's Who of business and government. It was recently 
featured in TIME magazine for Its efforts In the newspaper industry and is widely 
recognized for its accuracy in measuring public opinion and predicting political 
election outcomes, it is hoped that by carrying the GMA Poll In this newspaper, 
readers will be helped to better understand the changing needs of our communities 
and to meet he demands produced by those needs. 
. .From April 27 to Mayl, GMA Research conducted the GMA Poll in the Greater 
Vancouver Metropolitan Area. All interviews were conducted by telephone from the 
research corporation's central location phone bank in Vancouver. 
..Respondents (384) 18 years o'f age and over were scientifically selected for in- 
terviewing. 
..The sample was evenly split between male and female respondents. 
.. The sample is representative both geographically and demographically of the area 
surveyed. 
. . l l  a federal election were held today, for which of the following party candidates 
would you most likely vote for? 
Progressive Conservative Candidate29.8 percent 
Liberal Candidatel7.1 percent 
New Democratic Candidate20.2 percent 
Other 5.3 percent 
Unsure27.6 percent 
Base (384) 
How would you rate the overall performance of the Trudeau government In handling 
the following issues. You may rate each as "excellent", "good", "fair", or "poor". 
Excellent Good Fair Pour Unsure 
Employment 0.5 4.9 24.0 64.2 6.4 
Inflation 0.3 4.9 25.3 63.1 6.4 
Canadian Unity 0.7 16.3 33.6 37.5 11.9 ' 
Immigration 0.6 10.3 32.3 42.1 14.7 
Economic Development 0.8 8.8 37.1 39.9 13.4 
National Defense 2.6 16.8 29.7 30.0 20.9 
Base (384) 
Fishing Ban Could 
Cut Halibut Catch 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
British Columbia fishermen 
might not be allowed to fish 
' off the Alaska coast when the 
halibut season begins May 
15, but they should continue 
with plans to go there until 
the matter is settled in 
United States courts, a 
fisheries official said 
Monday. 
lan Todd, manager of West 
Coast operations for the 
federal fisheries depart- 
melt, told representatives of 
fishes'men's unions, Indian 
groups and fish packers that 
fishing off both West and 
East coasts might he af- 
fected by a U.S. District 
Can-t decision banning B.C. 
trdlermen from waters off 
Washington state. 
An injunction enfurdng 
that order has been stayed 
until Friday to allo~v time for 
appeal and Canadian of. 
flcisls a-e unsure what the 
U.S, authorities will do. 
"If that injunction goes 
into affect, then the U.S. 
government will have no 
choice but to throw out all 
Canadian fishermen," Said 
Todd. 
District Court Judge 
Donsdd Voorhees, who made 
the ruling, said a temporary 
agreement between the two 
countries could come into 
force only when ratified by 
U.S. Congress, even though 
Canada has already ap- 
proved the agreement. 
FISHERMEN WORRIED 
Several f ishermen's 
representatives asked at the 
meeting how the U.S. might 
respond to their presence in 
Alaskan waters. 
"What do we do if we get 
hauled in by the U.S. Coast 
Guard?" asked one. "We 
could lose the whole season." 
Todd replied: "We would 
not expect the U.S. to 
respond in that fashion," 
Todd said. 
A meeting is scheduled for 
Thursday between Canadian 
Marcel Cad/eux and 
American Lloyd Cutler, 
special negotiators on 
disputed maritime boun- 
daries. 
The amount of salmon 
caught by Canadians off 
Washington is worth bet- 
weee $1 million and $2 
million. The total salmon 
catch was valued at about 
$109 million last year. It is 
the possibility of retaliation 
which conerus many in the 
industry. 
"The biggest problem the 
whole thing is causing is the 
precedent it's setting," said 
N. K. Nelson, vice-president 
B.C. operations for British 
Columbia Packers Ltd. "If 
everyone enforced their 
boundaries right up to the 
limit there's lots of prob- 
lems." 
Last year B.C. fishermon 
caught $11.2 million worth of 
halibut and Nelmson said a 
major portion would have 
been in Alaska waters. 
Premier Bill Bennett said 
he has sent Prime Minister 
Trudean a telegram saying 
the B.C. government wants 
"dear and concise" federal 
action to challenge the U.S. 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The law says that if the justice 
murderers of former Italian minister does refuse to 
premier Aide Moro could" extradite, he must allow the 
conceivably walk the streets fugitive to "return to 
of Canada s free men under society." 
new extradition legislation Eldon Woolliams, the Pro. 
proposed by the goverument, gressive Conservat iw 
Liberal MP Ken Robinson spokesman on justice, 
said today, warned that the bill would 
The Toronto lawyer inter- make Canada "a haven for 
rupted a Commons justice syndicate killers." , 
committee meeting to an- Wcolliams also said"that 
nounce that Moro's body had Charles Manson,. ~ a 
been found, adding tour- California leader of a cult 
derei's "could come to found guilty of several 
Canada and stay here" murders, also might be a 
under the proposed free man in Canada under 
legislation." the new laws. 
In line with agreements PASSED IN SENATE 
and treaties with other The bill already has 
countries, Canada wants to passed in the Senate and 
reserve the right not to SimmaHolt (L--Vancouver- 
extradite fugitives ff they Kingsway) said she is 
face the death penalty. "darned disgusted the 
The new legislation says senators could pass this 
the Canadian justice law." 
minister may refuse to She said senators had the 
extradite in such ,cir- time to study such hills and 
cumstancea, the ability to spot bad law. 
Another section of the new Robinson added that the 
Elephant Tusk 
Up For Auction 
ROCK FOREST, Que. circus ring and ran into 
(CP) - -  One tusk of a three, woods surrounding Rock 
ton bull elephant shot by Forest. Berry flew from 
police Friday after it gored Washington the next day to 
and trampled its trainer to recapture the animal. 
death will be sold at public The carcass of the dead 
auction, animal has been given to a 
Sgt. Richard Tremblay, a local meat rendering 
municipal policeman in this company. 
small Eastern Township~ On Sunday, wildlife of. 
community 140 kilometres ficials in Washington 
east of Montreal, said today destroyed six more of Miss 
the proceeds of the sale Berchtold's animals--two 
would go to a foundation to lions, two tigers and two 
rehabilitate prisoners and bears. They had been raised 
juvenile delinquents, by her fr~0m birth and could 
The tusk was donated to not he handled by another 
the police force by the trainer. 
animal's owner, Morgan 
Berry of Woodland, Wash. 
Tremblay said the tusk 
would be of value te 
collectors of circus items 
and could fetch between 
$2,000 and $3,000 when it is 
put up for sale in a few days. 
Professional wild animal 
trainer Eloise Berchtold, 42, 
of Woodland, Wash., died 
Friday when the African 
elephant, called Teak, 
knocked her to the ground, 
gored her, then trampled her 
during a performance of the 
,Quehec-hased Gatini Circus. 
Another elephant, alarmed 
by the screams of 250 
spectators, escaped the 
New Trial 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - -  
Juan Corona, convicted of 
the machete murders of 25 
farm workers, will get a new 
trial because his lawyer 
made a "farce and 
mockery" of his defence, the 
California state appeah 
court ruled Monday. The 
court said Corona's former 
lawyer, Richard Hawk, 
fated to provide an adequate 
defence and was too~ in. 
terested 'in cashing in on a 
book about the case. 
However, it added that the 
evidence against Corona was 
overwhelming. A date for a 
new trial has not been set. 
Disruption 
court ruling, fin whales is declining 
Trudea u Ad jo  urns Ho us e 
REYKJAVIK (Router) - -  
Two representatives of the 
Greenpeaee Foundation, a 
conservation organization, 
said Monday they will ob- 
struct Icelandic whaling 
operations in June and ap- 
pealed to the government to
halt all whaling for 10 years. 
Allan Thornton and Rene 
Parmentier said the stock of 
In "Anguish and Sorrow" 
THE HERALD, Wednesday, May 10, 1978, PAGE 3 
Says New Law Would Make Canada 
A World Sanctuary For Murderers 
Commons should send the CONFORM TO Canada also has signed 
bill back to the Senate with AGREEMENTS international treaties with a: 
orders "to clean it up." Roger Young, number of other countries, i 
Also incensed was John parliamentary assistant o including the United States, 
Fraser (PC--Vancouver Justice Minister Ron France and Sweden, with ~ 
South) who said MPs are not Basford, said the govern- such a clause. 
given sufficient background mentis only making changes 
on bills that come before in the extradition laws to Conservatives aid they 
them. MPs required more make it conform to in- will pass the bill if the of- 
information on proposed ternational greements, fending clauses are taken 
legislation, he said. He said most Corn- out. But Young said he had 
Several Conservative monwealth countries now no instructions that the 
MPs, including Alex Pat- bare agreed to reserve the government would accept 
terson (PC-- Fraser Valley right to withhold fugitives if those terms. 
East) said the government is they face the death penalty 
trying to impose its views on or any other punishment The bill comes up for more 
capital punishment to other considered unjust or ex- committee debate Wed.- 
countries. 
Moro was found dead in a car in Rome today 
after being kidnapped by Red Brigade terrorists. 
The Italian government had refused to negotiate 
with the terrorists for Moro's release. 
It will be the first time the Commons has been 
adjourned for a foreign leader's death since U S p __ . _~ 
resident John F. Kennedy was assassinated in 
1963. 
Walter Baker, Progressive Conservative 
House leader, said his party agreed to the 
Commons adjournment and described Moro's 
assassination as "an uncivilized act against a 
most civilized and Christian gentleman." 
Stanley Knowles, NDP House leader, 
described the adjournment as avery unusual 
procedure, used infrequently•in the past. He 
recalled the Commons breaking normal practice 
in 1970 in the wake of the terrorist killing of 
former Quebec labor minister Pierre Laporte. 
Laporte, like Moro, had been kidnapped and was 
later found in a car, murdered. 
OTTAWA (CP) - Prime Minister Trudeau 
planned to adjourn Commons business today as 
an expression of what he described as "anguish 
and sorrow" over the murder of former Italian 
premier Aldo Moro. 
Officials indicated Trudeau would move to 
close down the Commons for the day shortly 
after MPs met at 2 p.m. 
In a telegram to Italian Premier Giulio An- 
drc~:ti, Trudean said Moro's death left him with 
a "profound sense of sadness." 
"In the name of all the people of Canada I want 
to express to you, to your government and to the 
people of Italy our anguish and sorrow over this 
senseless act of terrorism." 
Trudeau, who knew Moro personally, said he 
saw in the late Italian premier "a fine humanism 
and the qualities of a great statesman." 
"I can therefore understand all the more 
deeply how frofound must be your country's 
sense of loss . "  
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Our Top-of-the-Inn revolving restaurant has a fine reputation for its food. And from your table, 
you and your client will have the finest view in the entire city of Vancouver's constantly changing harbour. 
in Vancouver, ( ommor ealth's harbour side 
Holiday inn bel makes your business lunch 
an unexpcx ecl pleasure. 
C ommonwealth's Holiday Inn sliding glass doors to let in the Vancouver-City Centre is a fresh sea air. 
new, 455 room hotel at the So nexl time you visit Van- 
heart of the city and right on couver, stay with us and make 
the harbour, your business trip a pleasure. 
Our revolving restaurant is just 
one example of how different we 
are for the business traveller• C,/'.'7(,.~,>/..~ 
Other examples are free indoor ~. - : L  'fl~tw, I-.~-&-.~ 
guest parking, 7 fully equipped '=fit '~'---;',~,i,,~i~ " / ,~--  - 
meeting rooms, secretarial - "~,'1 • 
service upon request and a free. , . . . . .  ,,,,o~ 
morning paper at your door. ',~A----7~.-.~f~,--l,,,---~.~, ~ \ \ IU  
We're also central, near all major 
office buildings and Gastown. ~..',.~-~'~"w~/ C~-~-J L'"'-~ ~'-'J ' ~ "'~ ~ ;~'--  F ~ .. 
Our rooms are different, too. "'=='~'~'--:,,o,,,,,,,-~-~ "" ,.-C-~ 
Extra big and extra quiet, with we; te nq,lt (,.,. t,,,. t.~,.t~:t..t between 
. . . . . . .  .~ .  t t , 'B ] t t~,  t:tl~.,~,~q,,~t),,.,t)~eBoatdot 
• an extra long double bed, a [t,lu~ G(.Jt,J,~) S thret OIOcEs away 
desk, table and 2 easy chairs ~, Btzrmto lust on,. Olock east 
SO yOU can work properly, and 
For b siness travellers, commonwealth does things differently 
It" I~ I! ~ I COMMONWEALTH'S ~I 
VANCOUVER-CITY CENTRE 
1133 ',N Hasbngs St .Vancouver. 'B C. V6E 3T3 (604) 689-9211 
For tree Hohdex' reservation serwce and a guaranleed room rate at any Hohday Inn. call toll tree 1-800-261-8811 
And now. guaranlee your reservahon wdh our GuarAnteed All N~ght Reservahons Programme. 
i i i i i  
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EDITORIAL  
,Road Runners 
You've all noticed them• The large-sized 
sports cars, usually waiting for a traffic light, 
that ake off with a screeching oftires and a roar 
of the exhaust, from a standing start to 80 mph 
within a block or two. People start in surprise. 
The driver - almost invariably male - looks 
neither to right nor left as thoug he was doing 
nothin unusual. Sometimes the car has the 
words "Tram Am" stencilled on the side, and 
the oversize black tires have large raised white 
lettering. 
Who are the young men who drive these 
powerful, twelve thousand ollar automobiles at
such high speeds, in city traffic? Who are the 
salesmen who deal in such heavy, racing style, 
gas-guzzling cars obviously unmoved by the 
immaturity of the buyers? 
Auto racing is an exciting sport. Mospert, 
Indianapolis, Brookwood, Le Mans, - and many 
more internationally known auto racing tracks 
pack in hundreds of thousands ofspectators year 
after year to watch the death-defying events 
where (almost exclusively) male drivers coax 
the maximum performance out of metal 
machinery tuned to the highest pitch at speeds 
often in excess of 200 miles per hour. 
Thousands of racing drivers take part in the 
events that are covered by television cameras 
from every country. The camera men strain to 
capture good footage not only of a photo-finish, 
but (hopefully) of breathtaking accidents ending 
in explosions, f i re.  and sometimes death. 
Despite the "death-defying" sppeds, the 
curved track, the number of competing cars 
crowded into a small space each fighting for the 
inside lane - the total number of racing driver 
deaths, we are told, amount to less per year than 
the annual number of automobile deaths in a 
middle-sized North American city. 
Some racing car drivers of world wide fame 
flatly refuse to drive a passenger car once they 
leave the racing track. Too dangerous, they 
declare. Wouldn't want to take the risk. Might 
spoil my racing career! 
Racing tracks have to abide by safety rules, 
and all vehicles that use them have to be in top 
shape with first rate steering linkage, excellent 
braking systems, good visibility, roll bars, and 
fire extinguisher equipped. Racing cars are 
usually as safe as it is possible to make an 
automobile. 
Now that Summer is upon us, it would seem 
this is the time to open up the race tracks we 
have around Terrace and Kitimat and the 
surrounding towns. Not only open them up, but 
organize a full schedule for their use, including 
practice and test driving. 
• The concession booth, ticket sales, vendors, 
parking, f~d and auto product sales (gas,.oil, 
emergency~rts~ ~tci:) should, imake ,the dra~-ing 
power of the'~raoes.quitea prdit~ble enterprise. 
Balloons for the kids, programs for the spec- 
tators, novelties and souvenirs for the tourists - 
and hot dogs and sandwiches and soR drinks - for 
all. 
At the same time the speedsters, "road run- 
ners'.and their dangerous souped up instruments 
of death would be siphoned off the city stre.ets, 
making the world a little safer for all of us foot 
slogging pedestrians, allowing us to collect our 
Old Age pensions a little longer. And we'd all 
have more fun doing it. 
French Canadian Editorial 
Sherl~reeke La Tribune: 
Sun Life, after arming itself 
with proxies from 
policyholders who care only 
about their money and not 
about political or moral 
concerns, has voted to move 
from Montreal to Toronto .... 
As a corporate citizen, Sun 
Life is free to .prefer To- 
ronto.... It is strictly its right 
to act against Canadian 
unity, just as it in the 
privilege of thousands of 
policyholders to opt for a 
decision which could weigh 
heavily when the times 
comes to evaluate the merits 
of federalism not just in 
theory but in a vote. A 
curious mentality all the 
same for those anglophones 
who attack the Parti 
Quebecois for wanting to 
separate Quebec from 
Canada and take one of the 
first steps in that direction 
themselves ....
Sun Life's gesture is 
purely political. We are told 
that shareholders feared the 
climate in Quebec and 
foresaw lower nroflts 
because of the reigning 
uncertainty. But they are 
contributing themselves to 
destabilize the regime by 
their ill-considered decision 
made long ago. Company 
president Thomas Gslt also 
pointed to the impossibility 
of conforming to language 
regulations applying to head 
offices. When he first 
brandished this argument i
was three months before the 
regulations were known. 
Moreover, he apd other 
Montreal Imslneasmco last 
week met Camille Laurin, 
the minister responsible, and 
agreed that their businesses 
could live with these 
regulations which will be 
flexible enough not to drive 
all companies out of MOU- 
treal .... , 
Federalists who respect 
Quebec and Quebecers have 
strongly deplored Sun Life's 
intransigence. Quebec 
separat i s ts  secret ly  
rejoiced, since they have 
been given an extra weapon 
for their referendum 
campaign .... 
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Rape, hostage-taking, child-beating, 
pornography, prostitution, loansharking, and 
child-napping are among the areas included in 
two important Bills recently introduced in the 
House of Commons by Justice Minister Ron 
Basford. 
The Bills are designed to give police officials a 
clearer mandate to prosecute criminals taking 
advantages of ambiguities' and loopholes in the 
existing law, to eliminate dela: s in the judicial 
process, and in the case of rape, to give greater 
protection to the victims of this crime. 
A CRIME OF VIOLENCE 
Current laws concerning rape are based on the 
sexual nature of the crime. The new legislation 
proposes to treat rape as a form of indecent 
assault, thus emphasizing the violent nature of 
the crime, and also giving law enforcement 
officials more enforceable aws with which to 
work• It is also hoped that this will reduce the 
stigma nd trauma experienced byrape victims, 
and encourage them to report o police incidents 
involving rape. Too many rape incidents now go 
unreported because victims are too em- 
barrassed or too afraid to come forward. 
Other proposed changes to the rape law in- 
clude the allowing of charges to be laid between 
married couples when they are living Separate 
and apart, and the imposition - at the victim's 
Ottawa Of fbeat  
by Richard Jackson 
Ottawa,- It happens usually rely once every 
four years, and it's going to ha ~.~, lgain soon- 
your one and only chance to te l l~ur  MP what 
you think. 
And more important, make it count. 
That's what elections are all about: to bring 
the too often high and mighty Honorable 
Members back to earth. 
After only a few years in the Commons, and 
even more so if they survive a couple of elec- 
tions, they begin to regard themselves, if not 
always as infallible, then certainly of superior 
intellect and blessed with better judgment than 
the poor slobs who elected them. 
They can reach the point of self-esteem where 
they openly defy the explicitly expressed wishes 
of the majority of their electorate. 
At that pinnacle go they come right out with 
it-that they were elected not to serve the in- 
terests or be guided by the majority opinion of 
their electors, but to follow what they call their 
conscmnce and use their own supposedly more 
mature minds. 
That's what happened on the issue of the 
abolition of capital punishment and some other 
extremely contentious and nationally divisive 
parliamentary decisions such as the Official 
Languages Act. 
request - of ~a' Court order prohibiting 
publication of the identity of a rape victim and 
his or her evidence. Previously such an order 
was only granted at the Court's discretion. 
PROTECTION FOR CHILDREN 
In addition to the section removing immunity 
~from spouses living separate and apart against 
prosecution for rape, there are two other 
proposed changes relating to family situations. 
One of these deals with "parental kidnapping" 
and will make it an offense for one parent to take 
custody of a child in violation of the terms of a 
custody order or to violate the present custody 
arrangements of the child. 
The other section will make it possible to 
subpoena as a wRness the spouse of a person 
charged with assault against a child. 
Those sections of the new Bills dealing with: 
pornography and prostitution primarily provide 
tighter and more enforceable definitions of 
words used in description of criminal offenses. 
These reflect recommendations made by groups 
such as the House of Commons Committee on 
Justice and Legal Affairs, and the Canadian 
Association of Chiefs of Police recommendations 
based on concern over the ease with which 
existing definitions can be manipulated by 
persons charged with offenses. 
The major changes are in the definition of the 
word "pornography"; a new definition of the 
phrase "child pornography"; and clear in- 
terpretation of the word "solicit". 
Because of the disturbing increase in hostage- 
taking in our society (beth in prison-escape 
attempts and in the course of other criminal 
activities uch as bank-robbing), there has been 
considerable concern expressed by many people 
over the need for adequate deterrents against 
thiskind of action• In response to this, the new 
Bill proposes that the penalty for hostage-taking 
be doubled to 10 years from the existing five. 
STUDY AND CONSULATION 
The two Bills introduced by Mr. Basford are 
legally very complex, and they deal with many 
sensitive and emotional matters. For these 
reasons the government does not intend to 
proceed with their immediate cousideration by 
Parliament. Instead, it hopes to allow time for 
Members of Parliament, provincial government, 
professional and public interest organizations 
and concerned individuals to give the proposals 
their detailed study and respons. 
If you would like further information on these 
important proposals to change our criminal law, 
or ff you wish to provide me with your views on 
• this subject, please write to me care of the House 
of Commons, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 0X2. No 
postage is required. 
The Languages Act remains anctified by the 
federal government as a keystone in the foun- 
dation of national unity. 
This despite its imposition of bilingualism 
across the nation, except for Quebec its intended 
prime beneficiary which is in the process of 
imposing unllingualism. 
In supporting the abolition of capital punish- 
ment and enactment of the Official Languages 
Act, Liberal MPs  ahd little choice but to follow 
the dictates of the government. 
Although a few brave souls on the Liberal 
backbenches, Lloyd Francis of Ottawa West and 
Hal Her.bert of Quebec's Vaudrenil, have dared, 
on some msues, to defy the government and risk 
Prime Minister Trudeau's wrath. 
For their political sins they can be punished- 
and likely have been-by the government which 
Since then the care and feeding of convicts has 
soared to an annual $25,000 a head, the prisons 
have become overcrowded, and the criminals 
more and more are taking control of the 
penitentiaries. 
The killing of police officers has become, if not 
commonplace, then no longer a headling, but 
more of a ho-hum "not again" occurrence. 
With the election in the pre-campaign stage, 
abolition is heating up again as a key issue, and 
MPs who voted their conscience the last time are 
feeling the pressure of voter hostility. 
Public opinion only the other day was oiled 
again on the issue and 82 percent of th/elec- 
torate favored a return to the death penalty. 
While the PrimeMinister still puts on a defiant 
face, insisting the matter is "settled" regardless 
of majority opinion, some of his Liberal can- 
can strip them of patronage favors, deny them didates, and even more Conservatives-including 
parliamentary promotion and shut them off from leader Joe Clark-are saying they're willin~ to 
such goodies as all-expenses'paid tripe to i ook at ~t again and this time be guided by the 
Faraway Places as delegates to this and that wishes of the majority. 
frolic disguised as a conference. How did your MP vote? Maybe you should 
Defiant Conservative MPs run no such risks. 
The government can't punish them, nor can 
their own party discipline them, for being out of 
power, it has no favors to bestow. 
Even so, especially on the capital punishment 
issue, many Conservatives, on the grounds that 
they knew better than their constituents, defied 
mass public opinion and supported the govern- 
ment on abolition. 
shake him up a little. 
I I  
TODAY IN HISTORY 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
1903--The Wright brothers 191&-The Germans began 
applied for a patent on their shelling Paris, 120 
airplane, kilometres away. 
1939--Reger Bannister, the 
190S--Actress Joan first man to run a mile in less 
Crawford was hem. than four minutes, was born. 
Snowblower on 
Cranbrook runway 
CRANBROOK, B.C. (CP) 
- -  A snowblower was on the 
runway at the airport near 
here Feb. 11 when a Pacific 
Western Airlines jet aborted 
a landing and crashed killing 
43 persons, a coroner's 
inquest was told Monday. 
Other witnesses aid the 
pilot of the Boeing 737 didn't 
tell the air radio operator 
that he was approaching the 
airport, and that the jet 
landed 10 minutes earlier 
than a Calgary air traffic 
controller estimated it 
would. 
The testimony came from 
three of an expected 24 wit- 
nesses at an inquest into 
Canada's sixth-worst air 
disaster. The packed 
ceuriroom included lawyers 
representing the estates of 16 
persons killed, one survivor, 
as well as the federal justice 
department, the Boeing 
aircraft company, the 
Canadian Air Line Pilots 
Association' and the Alberta 
government-owned airline. 
Jody Weir, 17, of Craw 
brook, a PWA ground 
handler, said he saw the 
aircraft make a normal 
landing during daylight but 
with visibility limited by 
snow. He then noticed a 
snowblower about 500 
metres down the 1,-950- 
metre runway and moving in 
the same direction. 
Weir testified that the 
aircraft and blower were 
about 100 metres apart when 
the jet took off, flying over it. 
He couldn't say if the blower 
was in the centre of the 
runway. 
The jet climbed at a 30-de. 
glee angle, he said, and its 
engines were abnormally 
loud as the plane banked to 
the left near the end of the 
runway and crashed. 
DIDN'T SEE BLOWER 
Richard Lindeman of 
Cranbronk, a commercial 
pilot, said he was working at 
the airport when he heard 
the jet's engines revving up 
after it was about 500 yards 
down the runway. He did not 
see a snowblower on the 
strip. 
Llndeman said the jet flew 
level with the runway for 
about 600 metres, a normal 
procedure for gaining speed 
when aborting a flight, then 
climbed, banked sharply to 
the left and crashed "with a 
traffic control centre at 
Calgary guides an aircraft 
until it approaches Cran- 
brook. 
Lowe said a controller 
gives the aircraft clearance 
to approach the Cranbrook 
airport, and the pilot lands 
on his own. 
CALL NOT REQUIRED 
Lindeman testified that 
pilots do not have to contact 
Cranbrouk before landing, 
unless Calgary orders them 
to, but said "its good air- 
manshlp to call in." 
A transcript of radio mes- 
sages between Calgary and 
the aircraft was introduced.. 
It contained messages 
between Calgary and 
Cranbrouk, hut none bet- 
wean Cranbrsok and the air. 
craft. 
It showed that three 
minutes after the PWA 
aircraft left Calgary for 
Cranbrook, Calgary told the 
Cranbrook air radio operator 
that the aircraft would be 
approaching in 32 minutes, 
the normal flight time. 
Calgary called Cranbrook 
22 minutes later on another 
matter, and the air radio 
operator said "stand by 
please, I've got an 
emergency." 
Calgary called back nine 
minutes later to ask where 
the PWA aircraft was and 
the operator said "he's the 
emergency." 
"He's crashed and is 
burning off the end of the 
runway." 
"Holy Christ," radioed 
Calgary. 
"That's what I say," 
replied Cranbruek. 
TOUCHDOWN NORMAL 
Flight attendant Gall Bunn 
of Edmonton, one of six 
survivors, testified that the 
aircraft touched down in 
normally and the reverse 
thrusters were applied. 
The thrusters are cup- 
shaped pieces of metal that 
reverse the direction of a jet 
engine's force and are used 
for braking on touchdown. 
Mrs. Bunn testified that 
the plane braked on the 
runway for a few seconds 
before it began taking off 
again. 
"We were still climbing 
when we banked to the left 
and crashed," she said, 
cal l ing the steep bank 
soft explosion and a huge  "noth ing ~to be ~alarined 
fireball." c .  '" ab0ifi.'" "~ "'~. '" ' ~' 
He said he ran to the air Mrs. Bunn said she was 
rudiostatienandspoketothe sitting in the rear of the 
operator. "He said 'he (the aircraft when the aircraft's 
p'det) never called in, he"  fuselagesplitaboutflverows 
never called in,'" Lindeman of seats from the back. 
testified. 
Cranbrook, like many 
small airports, does not have 
a control tower. Air radio 
operators  give pilots in- 
formation such as weather 
and runway USer hat they are 
not licensed to control air. 
craft. 
Frederick Lowe, air traffic 
control chief at Calgary 
airport, testified that the air 
While the centre section 
was engulfed in flames, she 
said, the rear exit door was 
jammed for herself and a 
passenger. 
"I moved some debris 
from the door," she said. "I 
counted to three and we both 
pushed and it opened." 
The pair l~t the aircraft, 
but returned to help a child 
leave the wreckage. 
WWII bomber 
leaves race 
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP) - -  
The co-pilot of a Second 
World War bomber forced to 
drop out of a five-plane 
transatlantic flight today 
hopes to have the B-25 back 
in the air early Wednesday to
continue its journey to 
Britain. 
David Paliichet of Hun- 
tington Beach, Calif., said he 
was fore" : *o return early 
today wl e twin-engine 
plane aevcioped hydraulic 
problems about an hour and 
15 minutes out of Torbay 
airport here. Four other 
vintage warplanes in the 
formation continued on their 
way. 
Pallichet, flying the air- 
craft at the time, said the B- 
25's braking system locked. 
During landing, "we 
shredded rubber off the right 
wheel like a big transport on 
the highway. It didn't blow, 
but it took the rubber down to 
the fabric." 
At the same time the plane 
was caught in a erosswind 
and veered about 100 metres 
off the,runway, nosing into a 
shallow ditch, 
No one aboard was injured 
and Pallichet said the plane 
did not appear to have 
suffered structural damage 
in its encounter with the 
ditch. 
The aircraft was to be 
formation commander John 
Hawks. He hoped to reach 
Hawks by telephone in the 
Azores when the remainder 
of the flight reached there. 
The five planes left in 
brilliant sunshine after 
flying into St. John's last 
Friday from Portland, Me. 
on the first leg of their trip. 
Fog here and bad weather 
along the route to the Azores 
kept them grounded until 
today. 
The flight to the Azores 
would normally take about 
six hours for a B-25, which 
travels no higher than 4,000 
metres. 
The planes' eventual 
destination is Luton, near 
London, and a role in the 
movie Hanover Street. 
They are privately owned 
but still bear U.S. Air Force 
and Second World War 
markings. 
Women 
caught 
MONTREAL (C]P) -- 
Police said today they have 
arrested one of three women 
who escaped last weekend 
from Tangoay Women's Jail 
in the city's north end: 
towed hack toa level position Municipal police arrested 
alongside the runway where' Laurette Garneau, 27, late 
repairs were to be made to Monday night, a police 
the hydraulic system, spokesman said. She is now 
REPLACE TIRE being held at provincial 
Pallichet said a request police headquarters in 
was made to have a downtown Montreal. 
replacement tire flowu in Two other escapees, 
from St. Pet~sburg, Fla. Francine Loisoau, 24, and 
Pallichet said the con- Sylvie Bouehard, 20, are still 
tinuatioaof the flight, its at large following what 
timing .and route, would police described as a mass 
depend on orders from jail-break attempt Sunday 
/ 
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9~'t~ 745:1,- 
Across the street from Skeena Mall on Lakelse Avenue is 
Terrace Centre Mall wldch still has several vacant 
spaces. Construction of Skeena Mall Is well underway, 
with the opening date set for early fall. 
Car safety act needs changes 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Liberal 
MP Herb Gray said Tuesday 
the federal Motor Vehicle 
Safety Act needs amend- 
meats to allow the govern- 
ment o force automakers to
recall and pay for repair of 
safety defects in theiz 
products. 
Gray (Windsor West) said 
also that transport depart- 
meat officials should im- 
prove their methods of 
gathering accident in- 
formation to help in early 
identification of problems. 
Gray was commenting ~m 
results of crash tests 
released in Washington on 
Monday indicating that 1971- 
76 Ford Pintos could burst 
into flames if struck from the 
rear at moderate speeds. 
There are about wo million 
of the ears in the U.S, and 
about 200,000 in Canada. 
Gray had been pushing the 
transport department for a 
full investigation of possible 
Pinto defects after a U.S. 
magazine said last year the 
cars are "fatally explosive." 
Two Pinto fires occurred 
in Gray's riding, one of them 
fatal. 
Transport Minister Otto 
Lang wrote Gray last fall 
saying a review of accident 
statistics had not turned up 
any evidence of fatalities in 
fires due to a design defect in 
Pinto gas tanks. 
LACKS POWER 
Gray said that even ff a 
problem is identified, the 
government has no power 
under the Motor Vohide 
Safety Act to order a recall. 
The act makes it an offence 
for a manufacturer not to 
But Gray said methods of notify owners of a safety 
gathering information on defect. 
such accidents are 
inadequate because only But in cases where the 
Brit ish• Columbia and automaker disagrees with 
Saskatchewan police reports the government that a 
of, accidents are detailed problem is safety related, 
enough toidentify a problem the government must take 
by car model, the mantffacturer to court. 
t 
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THREE WAYS TOWIN. 
HOW TO WIN 
$2, S10, $100, l 
OR S1,0o0 
Collect contest liners from under 
specially marked Pepsi and Diet 
Pepsi caps. Match the symbols 
on the liners with those on the 
official Break the Bank game card. 
Match up all symbols in any one 
row across, and you qualify for 
the cash prize printed beside 
that row. Complete the entry 
form, correctly answer the 
skill-testing question, and i 
mail "the entry form with 
the appropriate liners 
(mailing each prize claim 
separately) to: Break the 
Bank with Pepsi.Cola, 
Box 8195, Toronto, 
Ontario M5W 1S8. A 
We recommend entries for S100 
or S 1.000 be sent by registered mail. 
PEPSI 
,,..., I e m,_~t, . • ~ , 'if,¢ ii' i{!ii : i;iil ] iiiii::!i ' - -  = . I ~ ~ ~ ............................................ ili~i~i I '2  HOWTOTRYFORONEOFTENTRIPsFORTWOTOFABOLOOSMONTECARLO :: 
( ~  ( ~  i i i~  ~ Collect any 10 contest liners. Mail, together 
with your name, address, . . _ ~  , , , ~  ,,,- . 
and telephone number to; .' 
Monte Carlo Sweepstakes~.~i~ ,. 
P.O. Box 2162, "'" 
Toronto, Ontario M5W 1H1 ;'~. 
Enter as often as you wish;qSut mall each entry sep- , | 
arately, 10 trips will be wofi by selected entrants 
J after correctly answering,~,Sklll-testing question. Each prize will consist of return air fare for two to Monte Carlo, first class hotel accommodation for 14 nights, and $2,000 in spending money. 
! 
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Anti-abortion 
doctors backed 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Doctors who object morally 
to forms of treatment such 
as abortion should not be 
obligated to advise patients 
of other forms of assistance, 
the general council of the 
Ontario Medical Association 
(OMA) decided at its annual 
meeting Monday. 
Last year, the Canadian 
Medical Association (CMA) 
revised its code of ethics to 
say that when a doctor's 
"personal morality prevents 
him from recommending 
some form of therapy, he 
will so acquaint his patient 
and will advise his patient of 
other forms of assistance." 
The OMA council agreed to 
recommend to the national 
association that it should be 
enough for a doctor who 
objects on moral or religious 
grounds to advise the patient 
of the objection, without 
referring the patient 
elsewhere. 
Dr. John Forster said the 
national organization's cede 
of ethics does not specify 
abortion but was obviously 
intended to apply to it. 
He said that to some 
doctors, the section means 
they are being asked to refer 
patients to a murderer. 
He said the issue probably 
would he discussed at the 
CMA's annual meeting next 
month in Winnipeg. 
The I.Eelle Medical Oentre 
is pleased to 
ANNOUNOE 
DR. CA THERINE 
REILKOFF 
will be rejoining the 
medical staff Monday, 
May 23, 1978 
HOWTO 
WlN25¢. 
Look for liners showing 25C under 
specially marked caps of 10 fl. oz./300 ml 
bottles of Pepsi and Diet Pepsi.Complete 
the official entry form, correctly answer 
the skill-testing question, and, together with 
the cash liner, present the form to your 
retailer of Pepsi.Cola who will award you 
your prize. 
tOOK FOR FULL CONTEST DETAILS WHERE YOU BUY PEPSI OR DIET PEPD! 
"Pepsi" and "PepsiOola" are registered trademarks of PepsiCo•tnc 
~ l l  i l l l l  lIVt 
AND DIET PEPSI 
OFRCtAL ENTRY FOflM-Rease Print Carefully 
BREAK THE BANK WITH PEPSI.COLA 
Correctly answer this skill-testing question: 
MULTIPLY: 2000 by 6 
SUBTRACT: 1940 
DIVIDE BY: 5 
ADD: 210 My answer is: 
By signing below. I declare that Ihave understood, complied 
with and v~ll abide by all the rules of this contest and have 
answered this skill-testing question by myself, without any 
mechanical or other assistance. 
SIGNATURE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
NAME AGE 
STREET APT 
CITY PROWNCE 
POSTAL CODE TELEPHONE NO 
R i i i l i  i ~MD i l i  I i l i 0  i l l  i i I iM I  J 
- - " 1  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Bill Casey, director of Parks and Recreation for the District of Terrace, holding the 
plaque which Terrace won following the recent competition between Terrace and 
Kitimat and Vernon. Joint Terrace-Kitimat points totalled 3,147 compared to Vernon's 
779. Casey said the towns are planning to make the competition, which is open to all 
members of the public, a yearly event. 
B.C. Lions look back for 
hopes of '78 Grey Cup 
With training camp less 
than a month away and the 
1978 edition of the B.C. Lions 
holding the promise of 
another possible Grey Cup 
appearance, l t's go back to 
one of the origional Lions. 
Byron Ledare Bailey 
played 11 seasons with the 
newest entry in the Canadian 
Football League and as he 
had hinted during the 1964 
season, he wasted little time 
announcing his retirement 
after the Lions avenged the 
1963 Grey Cup loss to 
Hamilton by heating the 
Tiger Cats for their one and 
only C.F.L. Championship. 
Lions won the Grey Cup in 
November and By Bailey 
retired in December of '64, 
saying: "I can't think of a 
better way to go out than as a 
champion." • 
Bailey, the only B.C. 
player tobe inducted into the 
B.C. Sports Hall of Fame & 
Museum, certainly did 
everything he could to get 
Lions respectability in the 
league and then the title. 
The native of Omaha, 
Grady Cavneas, British 
Columbia Lions safety and 
Western Football Con- 
ference all-star last season, 
agreed Monday to a new one. 
year contract with the 
Canadian Football League 
Nebraska, Bailey moved to 
Seattle in 1944. The 5'11", 
185.pounder, then played for 
Detroit Lions of the National 
Football League in 1952 and 
'53 before coming to Van- 
couver to help build the 
C.F.L. Lions. 
• Bailey began his career as 
fullback in B.C.'s double 
fullback offensive backfield 
attack. He scored Lions 
first-ever touchdown i  1954. 
And he scored the winning 
touchdown in B.C.'s first 
C.F.L. victory when he 
recovered a Calgary fumble 
in the '55 season. 
His records have been 
broken, but he held the 
league single kickoff return 
record (96 yards), single 
game kickoff return; and 
season (1956) return record 
with 680 yards in 24 returns 
for a 23.3-yard average, 
which is respectable by 
today's tandards. He also 
led the Western Conference 
in punt returns one season 
and was a W.F.C. All.Star in 
1957. 
But a coaching change in 
School teacher 
back on Lions i 
VANCOUVER (CP) club. 
Cavness, the 31-year-old 
veteran who is teaching high 
school during the off-season, 
made the deal in a telephone 
conversation with Lions 
general manager. Bob 
Ackles, 
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) -- 
Southpaw Paul Mirabella 
hold Vancouver to 8Ix hits 
Monday and LaRue 
Washington drove in one run 
and scored two others as 
Tucson slipped past the Ca- 
nadians 4-2 in Pacific Coast 
League baseball. 
Tucson took a 1.0 lead in 
the third inning when 
Washington doubled and 
scored on an error by 
PCL baseball shows 
Tucson over Canadians 
Vancouv~ first baseman 
Mark Budaska, 
Vancouver scored twice in 
the fourth to take the lead, 
but Washington drove in a 
run in the fifth and scored hie 
second run of the game after 
stealing second, Tucson 
scored again in the seventh 
on another Vancouver error, 
The game marked Tuc- 
son's fifth straight victory 
and the first of a three-game 
series, 
School secondary 
to hockey's best 
Derlago is a 19.year-old high 
school dropout who enjoys 
the occassionsl beer--which 
makes him a lot like hun- 
dreds of other teen-agers, 
including agood many Junior 
hockey players. 
But there's one huge 
difference between the 
others and Billy D, as he's 
known throughout the 
BRANDON (CP)  - -  Bill Western Canada Hockey 
League. Derlago has a 
natural ability for scoring 
goals, a talent hat promises 
to make him a rich, young 
profe8alonal hockey player 
by the fall. 
• And for Deringo,,a native 
of the tiny community of 
Beulah, Man., that 
profassionsl hockey career 
is what matters. It will more 
than compensate for his 
decision to abandon school in 
1962 and new philosophy 
happened in 1962. Bailey 
was called in and told the 
club was dropping the double 
fullback. So he said, 
"alright, where do you want 
me to play to help the team." 
He finished his career as 
an outside lincbacker and 
defensive back. In 1963, the 
year he played defensive 
back, coaches felt they'd he 
able to pick the Lions apart 
over Bailey. Here's what 
Edmonton Eskimos' coach, 
Eagle Keys said: 
"We figured to hit Bailey's 
area. It looked like the 
softest spot for our passes 
and sweeps and we weren't 
the only ones thinking that 
way. All the others had the 
same idea-- at the start. But 
Bailey educated us." 
He certainly did. He set a 
club record for interceptions. 
'by', who got his Canadian 
citizenship in 2959, inter 
became a Director of the 
Lions and would like nothing 
better than to watch the '78 
Lions do what he and the '64 
Lions did. 
while when I first came to 
LONDON (CP) -- Results Brandon but I only got grade 
" la o of British soccer games 10 and then quit, Der g 
played Tuesday: said recently over a cold 
ENGLISH LEAGUE beer. "I Just had no other use 
Division ! for school." 
Derby 3 Arsenal 0 He admits that the 
Ipswich I Wolverhampton strange, new environment 
2 was largely responsible for 
X-Country 
Track Meet 
An inter-city elementary Rupert, Hazelton, New 
school cross country track Hazelton, and the six 
meet will he held this Terrace lementaryschools. 
Saturday, May 13, at Cassie 
Hall School in Terrace. The cross country mee ~ 
This is sponsored by the will begin at 1 p.m. am 
Terrace Elementary Schools presentation of ribbons am 
Spor ts  Assoc ia t ion ,  trophies will take place at 
(T.E.S.S.A.), the meet will 3:30. 
involve about 500 youngsters Everyone is invited to 
' n  i Reglo al soccer  opens 
game at all for the new 
Price-Skcena team. 
In the first half, the 
majority of the play was in 
the Kitimat end of the field, 
and before the half time 
whistle blew, Price-Skeena 
goals had been scored by 
Brian Dorington, John 
Rapaso and Nick Kellias, 
The second half was more 
The first game of the 1978 
Soccer season was held in 
Terrace, Sunday, May 7, and 
it was a resounding successl 
Price Skeena was playing 
Kitimat Fun Centre, and in a 
good, clcan game, the final 
score was Price-Skeena 7, 
Fun Center 1, This was not 
only the first game of the 
season, but also the first 
with Terrace win over Kitimat , 
of a see-saw battle, at least 
for a little while. Early, 
Vorington scored again then 
Kitimat retaliated with one 
made by Carlos Galante. 
After it was Price-Skeena a 
frq~m Kitimat, Prince come and watch the meet. 
:::::~::~.~.:~::..::::~:~.~:~:~:::::~:~:~:::~..~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:;:;~.~:~:.:.::~:~:~:~:~:;:;:;:~:~:~:~.:.::~:~:~:;:~:~:~:~:~:;:;~:~.~.~.~.:.:..:::.~:::::::~:~:::~:::~:~:~:::::::~:::::~.::::~::.:.:.:.:::.:.:.:.:.:.~.~.:.:: 
ENTRY LIST Canadian Open Lee Trevino .1977 Canadian Open champion 
Gary Player - 1978 Masters, Tournament ofChampions, 
Houston champion 
Jack Nicidaus - 1978 Tournament ofPlayers champion, 1978 Tees Jackie Gleason Inverarry champion . 
Hubert Green - i978 Hawaiian champion, 1978 Heritage 
champion. - 1978 Doral champion. OAKVILLE, Ont.- Andy defending champion Lee TomWeiskopf 
Bean and Bill Kratzert, two 
of the PGA Tour's young 
stars who have suffered 
recent reminders timt Gary 
Player is not through with 
winning golf, have both 
entered the 1978 Canadian 
Open Golf Championship for 
the Peter Jackson Trophy. 
Royal Canadian Golf 
Association tournament 
chairman R.H. (Dick) 
Grimm said today that 
Kratzert and Bean, 
currently ranked No. 7 and 
No. 14 OU the money list, with 
$77,700 and $63,180 respec- 
tively, will join Player, 
Trevino, Jack Nicklaus, RedFunseth 
Hubert Green and  Tom 
Weiskopf in the battle for the 
$50,000 first prize at Glen 
Abbey Golf Club June 22.25. 
"These two excellent 
young professionals have 
both played extremely well 
this year," Mr. Grimm said, 
"in addition to which Bill 
Kratzert finished tied for 
fourth and Andy Bean tied 
for llth in the Canadian 
Open last year. We can 
expect hat they will present 
a realchallenge to the rest of 
the field." 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
BE ECOLOGICA l :  
the way. Repose s~/,rea, 
then Kollias on a goes play 
from Peter Simpson, and 
finally one by Greig. 
One possible reason for the 
lopsided score was that one 
of the fans had promised th~ 
team a book of Westerl; 
Lottery Tickets for ever./ 
goal scored. Mind you, by 
the end of the game, the fan 
was wishing he had not been 
so rash. 
It was weighted, but a good 
clean game, (3 minor fouls 
called) and a good start for 
the season, especially for 
Price-Skeana. Now all we 
DON'T LET WILDFIRES 
=VOURFAU'V A 
Rain stops six 
major league games 
By THE ASSOCIATED a doubleheader between 
Chicago and Baltimere and 
the MinnasotaNew York and PRESS Jim Rice got plenty of 
respect from Ks .nsu City 
Royats, but it turnm out they 
were worried about the 
wrong man. 
It was Carl Yastrzemeki 
who did all the damage. 
While the Royain pitched 
around Rlea and even went 
so far as to use a four.man 
outfield against he Boston 
strong man, Yaztrzemski's 
bat caused the Kansue City 
.apk~ to backfire .enday 
The Boston veteran 
knocked in four runs, three 
with a homer and another 
with a ancrfficQ fly, to lead. 
the Red Sex to an 8-4 victory 
at Fenway Park. 
In the only other major 
league baseball game 
Monday night, New York 
Meis edged Ci~lana tt Reds 
3-2 in 10 innings in the 
Oakinnd-Toronto contests. 
Two games were rained out 
in the National-- Houston at 
Philadelphia nd Montreal 
at Atlanta. 
"Yen did Just what he's 
done against other p i t -  
chers , "  said AI Hraboeky, 
victim of Yaztrzemski's, 
eeventh4uning homer that 
put the game out of the 
Royais' reach, "I should 
havegottm him out and kept 
us in there, but I didn't. I
could have thrown the ball in 
a little better, but he wanted 
to hit the ball, and he did." 
ORDERED WALK 
Prior to Yastrzemeki's 
gameelinehing hit, Kansas 
City manager Whitey Herzog 
had ordered an intentional 
walk to Rice, the American 
League leader in home runs 
and RBL " 
National League, "It was the right per- 
Rain caused a wholesale cminge move to walk Rice," 
washout of other contests, said Yastrzomaki. "They 
had one of the beat leR- 
Four were rained out in the handed relief men out in the 
American League, including bullpen in Hrabeaky." 
• Earlier in the game, the 
"I knew I could do better 
as the years went on because 
I was getting bigger and 
stronger and felt a little 
more sure. I used to panic a 
lot with the puck when I was 
17," 
He scored 96 goals the 
second season and this 
season, despite missing 
nearly a third of the season 
with a lq  injury, he finished 
with 89 gnals--tol~ in the 
league..-and 152 points in 
Just 52 games, 
- 1978 Masters runner-up need are more fans. The 
Andy Bean - 1977 Doral champion, next game willbe in Kitimat, 
Bill Kratzert - 1977 •Greater Hartford champion. Saturday May 13, and then 
another in Terrace Sunday 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: May 21. Hope to see you 
there. 
The SPECIAL edition 
YAMAHAS 
XS400-E 
The XS400 has the big bike look in a mid 
size frame. The customized style and 
low seat height will make this model the 
most popular in its class. $1 |74~ O0 
XS650-SE 
The heritage of the past.. ,  the best of 
the present.., all wrapped up in one 
beautifully customized package.. The 
650 Special combines 
proven performance with $ 2,51909 
a distinctive new look, 
See the Special Edition 
Yamahas today/ 
~ ~ I ~ _ ~  ~. I~ ~ l~. l~ .  
Roynle chewed a ra re  
amount of respect fo~ Rice in 
the third inning, setting up a 
four-man outfield by sending 
third baseman Jerry Terrell 
to left and moving left fielder 
Tom Poquotto to left.~untre, 
Ironically, Rice hit a pop fly 
that dropped for a single in 
the infield. 
Rice shook his head wh~ 
he saw the alignment, 
"I Just-tried to hit the ball 
llke any other time," he said, 
Boston was leading 5.4 on 
Fred Lynn's fourth homer of 
O an era when society is 
v e r s e a s  constant ly  pressur ing  Junior hockey'a leading 
youngsters to continue their goal scorers have the year when right.hander 
S o c c e r  education, traditionally been poor Dennis Leonard in- 
"I went to school for a defensive players and Def. tentionally walked Rice. 
lags and hie coach Dune Herzog then brought in 
MeCallum admit it's no Hrabusky, hisrellefaea, who 
surrendered Yeatzremski's 
second homer of the season, 
Met, 3 Reds 3 
Bruce Boisclair'e 10th. 
inni,lg pinch single off the 
glove of shortstop Dave 
Conc~epclon scored Lenny 
Randle from second, leading 
New'york over Cincinnati, 
Af.t~r the Mete had rallied 
with'i run in the ninth to tie it 
at 2,3.Randie drew a leadoff 
walk in the 10th from 
reliever Pedro Borhon and 
went to second on Lee 
Mazzllli's sacrifice bunt 
setting the stage for Bole. 
clair, 
Mike Brubert, winner Skip 
Lockwood and Mardin 
ComeJo limited the Reds to 
four hi~, 
different with Derlago, 
"His defensive play is the 
only knock against him but 
In Junior hockey he couldn't 
play defensive," explalnt 
McCallum. "He did it when 
he had to and when he 
concentrated onit. But you 
can't ask him to think about 
playing defensive hockey 
when he has the puck m~t of 
the time," 
Derlago appears to have 
all the necessary attributes 
and talent to succeed in 
ranks, At five. 
et-10-inche8 and 195 
~ unds, he is big enough to ndie the rough piny and 
he'a an exceptionally fast 
skater, with or without the 
puck, 
Division ll 
Cardiff O Orient 1 
WELSH CUP ' 
FINAL 
Second Leg 
Wrexham 1 Bangor 0 
(Wrexbam won 3-1 on 
aggregate) 
MUSIAL WAS UNUSUAL 
Stan Musial played four 
positions for St. Louis 
Cardinals as a regular, all 
three outfield posts and first 
base. 
his action. Away from home 
for the first time he found it 
difficult o adjust. 
MIND MADE UP 
"I made up my mind early 
that hockey wasgoing to be 
my life," he said. "I didn't 
think it was possible at t int 
but the last couple of years I 
began going well and I began 
to really think I could play 
pro," " 
Derlago scored 49 goals his 
first year of Junior with the 
W,'wat Kings. 
CANUCK 
I• A CANADIAN COMPANY 
TRUCK 
RENTAL 
Crew Cabs, ¾ Tons, 
1/2 Tons, Suburbans, 
Jimmies, Conventional 
and 4x4's. 
For rental information 
aontaot Terraoe Agent: 
Jim McEwa 
Telephone 638-4941 
Dealer License Number 1492A Terraoo~ B J), 
% , r  ' *  t - p 
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University of Victoria juniors 
travel, but no foul called 
While Uric Vikings have 
crashed the national 
collegiate basketball scene 
the Viking JV's have used 
the same successful style to 
expose UVic athletic 
programs through the in. 
terior of British Columbia. 
' The Jayvees played before 
three packed houses in a 
fear-game swing through the 
interior recently winnin| 
games against four local 
high school Squads and 
winning hundreds of fans to 
UVic basketball. 
Coach Barry Birch says 
the trip was "excellent. The 
people were really positive 
in every place we played." 
Jayvee stops on the six- 
day trip included games in 
Hope, Kelowna, Vanderhcof 
and Terrace. 
Throughout the trip, Birch 
rotated his squad so players 
represented the team as 
captain "n their home town. 
David Peters was the 
Viking captain in Hope 
where the neon-time contest 
faugu am-st the Mustangs drew a 
11 house of students, 
teachers and some parents. 
The poorest reaction came 
in the second stop at 
Kciowna where there was 
LIT~LE PRE+GAME 
EXPOSURE. The Jayvees 
were well-received by the 
school with Brad Serwa 
stepping to the court as 
captain. 
"We received a fair 
amount of attention in 
Vanderhoof and Terrace 
where they seemed to make 
good me of the preliminary 
material we sent ahead of 
us," says Birch. 
'Birch was most happy with 
the Buikley Valley atte~tlou 
when the Vikings drew sell- 
out crowds of students, 
parents and community 
sports fans. 
Dave Van Doinh was the 
Viking captain for the game 
in his home town of Van- 
derhoof while Greg Ross aqd 
Kurt Holdon were co- 
captains in Terrace. 
Birch is looking forward to 
making the trip again. While 
the Jayveea raised their own 
funds for this'trip, the coach 
would like to see such future 
enterprises made part of the 
regular program. 
"It would be even better if 
we did it again and made it 
part of the program," he 
says, "with Information 
Services perhaps sending 
along much more 
promotional material ahead 
of the tour." 
"We o-Joyed the trip," 
says Birch, "and I think it 
was excellent exposure for 
us and UVto." 
NBA '76ers in stride 
by THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
Elvin Hayes, playing at 
times llke a man possessed, 
predicts the underdog 
Washington Bullets will 
finish off Philadelphia '76ere 
on Wednesday night. 
"I know we're going to win 
the next game," Hayes said 
after his 35 points and 19 
rebounds paced a 121-105 
victory Sunday at Landover, 
Md., and gave the Bullets a 
3-1 lead in the National 
Basketball Association's 
best-of-seven Easter r .  
Coofermce finals. 
"When we won up there, I
knew we had 'era," Hayes 
said of Washington's victory 
in the seriea opener at 
Ph i lade lph ia ,  whi le 
reminding reporters that he 
also had predicted the last 
two victories at home for 
Washington. 
In the other NBA semi- 
final Sunday, Seattle 
SuperSonics beat Denver 
Nuggets 121-III, tying the 
series at 1-I. The third and 
fourth games are scheduled 
for Wednesday nd Friday in 
Seattle. 
Julius Erring, held to 12 
points in the third game, led 
the '76era with 24 points. He 
poured in 10 at the start of a 
lS-S streak, giving 
Philadelphia  48-37 lead 
with 4:24 left in the half. 
But the Bullets ran off a 17- 
point siring, 11 by Hayes, 
and went te the locker room 
with a ~ lead they never 
reliaqnlshed. 
Leafs defeat 
"looms" 
TORONTO (CP) --  Down 
3-0 in games in their best.of- 
seven semi-final series 
against Montreal Canndieas, 
elimination looms large for 
Toronto Maple Leafs as they 
prepare for tonight's fourth 
game. 
"It's been frustrating," 
says Leafs captain Darryl 
Sitller in summary of the 
series to date, His 
frustration results not only 
from the team's poor 
showing against the 
possible odds against the 
Leafs, says the key to a 
victory tonight is to "finish 
eveany check and make them 
look around." 
Neilson gave the team the 
day off on Sunday and plans 
to work on defence in 
preparation for the fourth 
game. "I don't hink there is 
anything that's going to 
make us a better team, but 
they're like anyone else. 
They make mistakes." 
Defence has been the 
Can-die.s, but also from the Leafs' biggest problem in the 
fact he and line.ate Lanny ' first three games of the 
McDonald have ~beun shut aeries in Nellson'a nalysis. 
i, The Leafs0ff~ce depends score have -sen on two-on- 
on a high.scoring output one and threeon-onn breaks. 
from McDonald and Slttler, 
and Slttler explains the 
scoring drought by saying, 
"it's Just that they have 
three BorJe Salminp on 
dsfence and it's hard to heat 
them." 
"And ff you manage to get 
by them, Ken Dryden (the 
Canadians gosltender) 
makes it even tougher." 
The "three BorJe 
Salminga" was a reference 
to Montreal star defencemen 
Larry ' Robinson, Serge 
Saverd and Guy Lapointe 
but SlttJer said those three 
w~e not his only problem. 
"They have guys like Bob 
Gainey who come back and 
cheek all the time. You get 
checked a lot cleeer during 
playoffs," 
The Leafs won't even have 
one BorJe Salming tonight, 
nor will they have the ser- 
vices of Dave (Tiger) 
Williams, the regular Slttler- 
McDonald line.ate during 
the soaeon. 
Williams, who missed the 
majority of Saturday night's 
game, is out with a knee 
Injury. Salming, the Leafs' 
a l l -star  defenceman,  
remains F,~.¢lined with an 
eye inJur.~. 
PLAY C~,.~,~v:RVATIVE LY 
Coach Roger Neilson, 
maintaining a ones-more- 
into-thebreach attitude 
toward the seemingly ira- 
We have been too eager to 
forecheck and haven't 
played tight -sough." 
Going into the fourth game 
of the series tonight, Toronto 
has met Montroal It times. A 
tie early in the season is their 
best e/tort against Montreal. 
TEMPO SETTERS 
The importance of the tint 
goal in a Stanley Cup playoff 
series can net be over eati- 
mated, Toronto im yet to 
come up with that first ilia-, 
and the Cunodisus are not 
easy to play catch-up hockey 
apirdst, 
With the exception of the 
second period Thursday 
night, the Canodl~m have 
pulled away from the Leafs 
more and more as the pme 
pro ted. 
the style of 
aggreuive hockey that the 
Leafs employed agaimt New 
York blinders ne~mltatnd 
good penaity ki l l~, and 
Jerry Butler, who win'ks m 
the panaity.klll~ unit as.y?, 
the system Just hssn~ 
worked ngalmt the 
Canadiens. 
"We were able to study 
their (Isis,d,r,) power play 
on our vldco and get a good 
line .on the set plays they 
used, Canadlens have 
several different powerplay 
arrangements andit's very 
difficult o pinpoint apattern 
in it." 
Terrace Girls' Minor Softball 
May 2, 78. (second week) -- Squirts 
Vie Froesel0 Clarence Michael 
Bib's Swingers - -  4 
Pee Wee 
Northwest Sportsman-22 
Lakelse Pharmacy-4 
Midget 
Moose Lodge-I 
Doe's Cartage-1 
May 3, 78 - Fee wee 
Northwest Sportsman-13 
New Quadra Travel-9 
Midget 
Can.Cel Midget all-Stars-22 
Women's Team No. 1-12 
Juveniles 
R, King and sons-17 
Women's Team No. III-4 
May 4, 78 Squirts 
Linda Juba's Hotshots-12 
Bob's Swingers-ll 
Pee Wee 
Lakelse Pharmacy-10 
Camperland-9 
Midget" . 
Moose Lodge-13 
Doe's  Cartage-10 
AgarPark 
AgarPark 
AgarPark 
Riverside Park 
Caledonia Park 
Clarence Mlchiel 
Agai' Par.k 
B.C. team hustles 
for Memorial Cup 
SAULT STIr. MARIE, Ont. 
(CP) - -  Stan Smyl, playing 
in his fourth Memorial Cup 
tournament, sparked New 
Westminster Bruins to a 6-4 
;victory over Trois-Rivleres 
Draveurs on Monday night, 
deadlocking the major junior 
hockey championship serioo 
half-way through the double 
round,robin. 
Smyl scored three goals 
and set up another two for 
the Bruins, defending titilsts 
:from the Western Canada 
Hockey League. The Bruins, 
Draveura of the Quebec 
Major Junior Hockey 
League, and Petcrberough 
Petes from the Ontario 
Major Junior League all 
have 1-1 won-l-st records. 
The Petes downed the 
Bruioo ?-2 Sunday at Sud- 
bury, the cohest city, while 
the Draveurs beat Peter- 
.borough 5-2 here Saturday 
night. Trok-Rivieres and the 
Petes meet tonight at SOd- 
%Wrian Young, John 
Ogrednick and Ken Berry 
scored single goals for the 
Bruins on Monday, who held 
a 39-31 edge in shots on goal, 
while Nor ,  and Lefebvre 
had two goals for the 
Draveurs for the second 
game in a row. Richard 
David and Carey H,worth 
were the •other Trois- 
Rivieres marksmm. 
:GOALIE REBOUNDS 
"I thought he played 
well," New Westminster 
coach Ernie (Punch) 
McLean said .... of his 
goalteader, Richard Mar- 
tens, who was replaced after 
giving .up six goals against 
Petorborough a day earlier. 
"He came up with big saves. 
But so did the kid at the other 
e-d." 
Jacques Cloutler in the 
TroisRivieres goal may, in 
fact, have given up just five 
goals. The Bruins were 
credited with one score, by 
Smyl at 5:29 of the second 
period for a 4-2 New West. 
minster lead, that coach 
McLean said hadn't gonein. 
Referee Jim Lever 
signalled a goal, despite the 
fact the goal judge did not 
turn on the red light, and the 
Dravenrs protested. 
"No, it didn't go in," said 
Mclean. "But it's on the 
scoreboard and we're taking 
it." 
Smyi, who jammed the 
puck from in dose, said he 
thought it was a legitimate 
score. "It hit inside the goal 
post and came right back 
out," 
PLAY CHIPPY 
The teams were tied 2-2 
after a first period that saw 
11 minor penalties called, six 
against Trois-Rivieres, but 
each club had only one 
power-play goal. 
Ogrednlck and Smyl 
scored to give New West- 
minster a 4-2 lead early in 
the middle period, but 
Lefebvre scored his second 
of the game at 13:41 to bring 
the Quebec representatives 
within a goal. 
H,worth scored to tie it 4-4 
whatever 
Totem Saddle Club 
The Totem Saddle Club, Flea Market at the Com- 
(the oldest hone club in ,unity Hall. 
Terrace), hopes to have a Table rental $,5.00 and 
year full of activities, there will be NO charge at 
We had our 1st gymkhana the door. 
of the season on April 30th Anyone wishing table 
and it was a very succer.sfnl apace contact Marlene 
day with about 30 con- 
ear's May l3th we are holding a Next y summer dance at the Thor,hill 
Communtty Hall from 9 p.m. b i d s  
until 2 a.m. Tickets are $4 games get 
each, Music by the Com- 
maneberos. Midnight 
Lunch. The Honourable Sam competing in Penticton. 
Tickets available from Bawlf, Minister of The 1979 British Columbia 
Jean Hamer;phena635-2665, Recreation and Con- Summer Games will also 
or Thernhill Vulcanizing at servation, announced today include a number of 
~38-1293. that five bids were received wheelchair athletes who will 
May 14th we are having a for the 1979 British Columbia compete in several special 
Summer Games. events. "This is in keeping 
Bawl[ said, "The bids with the spirit of par- 
at 1:43 of the third period came from Chilliwack, ticipation on which the 
before Berry scored the Kelowna, the Corporation of Games are founded", Bawlf 
winner from the lip of the Delta, the Corporation of said. 
crease to ClouUer's right on Richmond, and a joint The selection of the site of 
armhwithScottMacLeedat submission from the Cityof the 1979 B.C. Summer 
7:24. Smyl converted a pass Victoria, Saanich, Oak Bay Games will be made by the 
from the backboards at8:46 and Esquimait." B.C. Games Advisory 
to give the Bruin- a two-goal The first ever B.C. Sum- Committee on or before May 
lead they held to the end. mar Games are being hooted 16, 1978. 
The Petes will be without this August by the City of The British Columbia 
Keith Acton, the Ontario Pentlcton. It is estimated Games are funded by the 
league's fourth leading that more than 50,000 British Gove'rnment of British 
scorer this year, for the rest Columbians of all ages will Columbia with a grant of 
clthedouhleround.rchin.He b involved in the playdowns $250,000 to the host com- 
suffered a separated leading up to the Games, manity selected from the 
shoulder in Sunday's game with 3,4000 ultim-~telv bids. 
against New Westminster 
and coach Gary Green said 
he might be ready by Sat- 
urday if the Petes qualify for it's believed that goldenrod growing .near a house means 
the finai hetween the top two that residents will have unexpected good fortune. 
clubs. 
I I il 
Barbe after 6 p.m. at 638-1293 
or Jean Kryzanowski at 635. 
5597. 
Our gymkhanas are held 
on Sundays at the Lions Park 
starting at I p.m. 
your 
pitetl... 
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TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR q 
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS ROOM 
AND TURN YOUR DON'T WANTS INTOCASH 
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[] L! n ES' 5 DAYS' 5 D 0 LLAR S 
I i DALLY HERALD Mail coupon with $5.00 cash 1 
Cheque or Money Order to: 
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I Your advertisement will run for five consecutive days upon. 
I receipt of coupon and accompanying payment, 
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' 8  Kermode Theatre 7 Workshops 
Kermode Theatre '78, this year's B.C. Provincial High 
School Drama Festival held in Terrace beginning May 17, 
will have a number of workshops for the participating 
students. 
Workshops will be available in acting, directing, mime, 
movement, musical theatre, stage craft and voice and 
speech. 
Each student will be able to choose a maximum of six two 
hour workshops given by well.known professionals. 
Along with the workshops and high school drama per- 
formances, will be three professional performances. The 
Vancouver'Playhouse will perform "Loot," May 17, Santo 
Cervello will mime Franz Kefkai's "Metamorphosis," and 
lan.~B'ooth will perform his famous Mark Twain immitation. 
Guy Robinson 
• .Guy Robinson grew up in Mission City, B.C., and attended 81mon Fraser University 
where he became a leading member of the SFU Theatre Company. He continued his 
studies in Theatre Arts at Drama School in London, England. 
• .Since returning to Canada, Mr. Hoblnson has worked in all facets of profassiounl 
theatre. As an actor he has appeared at the Globe Theatre in Regina, The Vancouver 
Playhouse, Pnitsade Arts and the Alternative Theatre in Calgary and with the 
Western Canada Theatre Company in Kamloops. He has also acted on radio, in 
television and in motion pictures. 
• .Guy has directed and given workshops in Vancouver, Dawson Creek, Ft. St. John, 
Coquitlam, Terrace and Wlllinm's Lake.. His first play, The High Wire, will be 
p~esented by Carousel Theatre Company at the International Children's Theatre 
Festlvni to be held thin June in Vancouver. 
•. In Terrace Guy Robinson will be holding avoice workshop. 
JOHN CRAWFORD 
John Crawford will be holding an acting workshop 
beginning with voice and body warmups designed to 
develop flexibility and expressiveness. Practical work 
giving an introduction tosome basic acting techniques 
will also be involved, lmprovislation and scene 
analysis willbe dealt with specfflenily as they relate to 
stageing. 
3 killed in Florida crash ] ] Rhodesian guerrillas 
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) 
-- Three persons were killed 
and three others were 
unaccounted for today after 
a National Airlines jet 
crashed in Eseambla Bay, 
forcing passengers to 
scramble out emergency 
doom into fog and a sea 
slicked with jet fuel. 
The plane, which was 
carrying 53 passengers and a 
crew of seven, settled in mud 
l0 feet below the bay's 
surface. 
Divers sent into the par- 
tiallysubmerged plane said 
everybody was out. But fog 
and haze hampered rescue 
efforis. A head count was 
further confused'because 
passengers ,were scattered 
among six hospitals and 
several rescue stations. 
Many were injured in the 
crash Monday night, but 
dozess escaped safely when 
a tugboat captain pulled his 
barge to the plane, tied it up 
and helped men, women and 
children clamber aboard. 
"If timt barge hadn't been 
there, there's no telling how 
many would have drowned," 
said Marine Patrol Sgt. 
William Cleany. The identity 
of the captain of the tugboat, 
called the Little Joe, was net 
immediately available• 
CRASHED WHILE IAN. 
DING 
The plane, Flight 193 out of 
Mobile, Ala•, crashed on the 
western tip of Florida's Pan- 
handle, 32,kllometres from 
the Alabama berder and 80 
kilometres from Mobile, as it 
made a final lending a p- 
Public enemy No.1 
escapes in France 
"Don't count on me to Serve 
time like a carpet, I will do it 
like a man and ff an occasion 
presents itself, I won't 
hesitate to take it and try to 
escape because it is the duty 
of every prisoner." 
ESCAPES FROM COURT 
He was true to his word. 
Sentenced to20 years in jail 
for attempted murder, ar- 
med robbery and kid- 
napping, he escaped at an 
appeal court, taking the 
judge hostage with a gun 
hidden in the courthouse 
toilet. He was recaptured 
three months later. 
Besse, convicted of armed 
robbery, already has 
escaped from jail three 
times in seven years. 
The French justice 
minister said the escape was 
"a very serious incident, a 
blunder." 
"This escape makes one 
think Jacques Mesrine must 
have ba~ accomplices." 
Mesrine was in the Paris 
prison serving two 20-ynsr 
sentences for convictions on 
charges of attempted 
murder, armed robbery and 
kidnapping in France. 
At the request of the Caua- 
,dlan government, France in 
1977 opened a formal in- 
vestigatien into Canadian 
government  charges  
Masrine participated in the 
" slayinga of the game war- 
dens. France does not ~-  
tradlte its nationals a~c. 
Canada was seeking to have 
Mesrine tried in France on 
the murder charges. 
J _ . _  
News 
Briefs 
preach at the Pensacola 
airport, disappearing from 
the radar screens five 
kilometres from the runway. 
The downed airliner, its 
tall Ughte still shining hours 
after the crash, was mired in 
mud with at least one-third 
of the fuselage above the 
water. Rescue heats and 
helicopters rushed to the 
ee~e in calm seas. 
"That plane skipped 
across the water like a rock 
on a pond and then settled 
into the bay," a witness aid. 
"There were two loud 
reports 'blare, blam' as it 
skipped." 
Many passengers emerged 
from. the water soaked with: 
jet fuel which leaked from 
the plane when it went down 
with 2,700 gallons of 
kerosene left in its tanks• 
Spectators were ordered out 
of the area for fear a flame 
might touch off the fuel. 
Labor 
Defeat 
LONDON (Reuter) --  
Britain's Labor government 
has suffered the worst 
parliamentary defeat since 
i t  was formed four years 
ago, prompting demands for 
its resignation. 
The party was defeated by 
eight votes Monday night on 
its taxation program, part of 
the finance bill, which forms 
the backbone of government 
strategy• 
Dents Healey, chancellor 
of the exchequer, made it 
clear that the government 
will not resign. But the vote 
will increase speculatior 
that Labor, now with an 
over-all minority of eight in 
the Home of Commons, will 
call a general election this 
autunm. 
"A government unable to 
decide its taxation policy has 
no right to stay in office," 
Geoffrey Howe, finance 
spokesman for the Op- 
position Cnoservaflve party, 
said later. "Only a charlatan 
would remain in office in the 
face of this vote." 
The defeat came when the 
13 Liberal members of 
Parliament, inspite of a pact 
• to support he Labor party 
and thereby give it a 
majority, voted with other 
Opposition parties to force 
through a cut in the basic 
rate of income tax to 33 per 
cent from 34. 
Healey, who now must 
make other proposals to 
raise the lost revenue, faces 
another possible defeat 
Wednesday when both 
Conservatives and Liberals 
are expected to press for 
cuts in tax rates in higher- 
income brackets. 
Carrent standings in the 
635-seat House of Commons 
are: Labor 307, Scottish 
Labor 2, Conservatives 282, 
Liberals 18, Scottish 
Nationalists I1, Welsh 
Nationalists 3, Ulster 
Unionists 10, Ulster Social 
Democrat-Labor 1, In- 
dependent Demerat-Unlonlst 
1; Speaker and three 
chairmen 4; Vacant 1. 
NANCY HARRIS 
Nancy Harris studied drama at ~e University of 
Arizona and Portland State University and has at. 
tended and taught workshops all over B.C. She acted 
as theatre coordinator fNotre Dame Uriveralty from 
1975 to 1976, and has involved herseE as actress, 
director and creator in community, women's, teens, 
and children's theatre. She is now an active member of 
"Theatre Energy," a Kcotenay based professional 
esusemble totwing company spectallsing in the 
crestton oforiginnimaterial. Nancy willbe holding an 
actL~g workshop. 
• L;!  
2 
2 
' open fire in hotel 
SALISBURY (AP) - -  Two reported by telephone: Revenue from tourists has 
black guerrillas burst into 
the dining room of a 
luxurious mountain hotel in 
eastern Rhodesia and 
opened fire with machine 
guns, killing two white 
Rhodesian women and 
wounding four other guests, 
officials aid. 
One guest at the Montciair 
Hotel was slain as she was Lawyer loses The second 
victim, a hotel employee, 
was killed near the door, 
first reports aid . . . . . .  2,000 cases . . . .  ~ Whlle,the:two: gunm.e, ni 
. . . .  .... were inside the dining room, 
JERUSALEM (AP) - -A  have formed to back the 
frown crossed the face of Fe- accused. 
ilcia Langer, garbed in black HAD LICENCE REVOKED 
lawyers robes, as she argued Mrs. Lauger recently 
for her American client suffered a professional 
before the Israeli Supreme 
Court. She was about o lose 
something like her 2,000th 
case .  
"I can count my acquittals 
on the fingers of one hand," 
Mrs. Langer said in an in- 
terview later. "Sometimes I 
get terribly frustrated. It's a 
hard job to be the defence 
lawyer in a security case." 
setback when her licence to 
appear before military 
courts was revoked on the 
grounds that she was a 
security risk. 
"The attitude prevailing in
Israel is against the 
Palestinlann," she says. "I 
don't hink Israeli judges are 
supermen. They are human 
beings. The courts simply 
Mrs• • Langer, 47, reflect he atmosphere." 
specializes in defending Mrs. Langer, who was 
Palestinlans charged under hem in Poland, spent five 
Israel's stringent security years in the Soviet Union 
regulations, cases most before immigrating toIsrael 
lawyers won't touch, in 1950. She and her Israeli  
To the Arabs in the Arab partner work out of a 
"We're carrying on•" She 
said damage to the 50-room 
betel was not extensive, and 
a conference of the Rhode- 
stan Law Society will be held 
there Wednesday ca 
schedule. 
The hotel is 130 kilometres 
east of Salisbury and 32 kilo. 
metres from Mozambique, 
the base for most guerrilla 
offensives inthe war against 
the white government of 
Prime Minister Inn Smith. 
territories occupied by 
israel she is a champion of 
human rights. Many leraella 
accuse her of being a pro- 
Moscow Communist and 
supporter of the Palestine 
Liberation Organization. 
sparsely-furnished Je- 
rusalem office decorated 
with a paster inscribed: 
"With the PLO for Peace•" 
Mrs. Langer's husband, 
Monhe, works with an im- 
portexport firm and he 
provides most of the family's 
been cut by half by the war.~ 
Most tourist areas now are 
heavily guarded by security 
forces. 
The guerrillas are f rom 
two organizations fighting in 
an uneasy alliance called the 
Patriotic Front for control of 
Rhodesia. Robert Mngahe's 
Zimbabwe African Natiousl. 
Union is based in Mozam- 
bique and keeps about 5,000 
men in Rhodesia. Joshua 
Nkomo's Zimbabwe African 
. . . . . .  Peoples' Union in based t~,, 
RESORTS ATTACKED .... Zamb~ an.d l~s.a~ut I ,~  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  menin Rh0~sia/"~ ' ~.~ 
other guerrillas fired rockets Tourist resorts have About 30,000 guerrillas are 
and mortars at another part become prime guerrilla reported in Mozambique and 
of the building in the targets in the last year. The Zambia. 
Inayanga Mountains,  insurgents have destroyed Mngahe and Nkomo 
destroying a room, a witness one hotel at the Victoria boycotted the talks that 
said. Falls, attacked others there resulted in an agreement 
First reports said the with rockets and mortars, March 3 between Smith and 
military closed the hotel, but and attacked hotels three moderate black 
later the owner, Ann Leant, elsewhere, nationalist leaders. 
Mother jailed for parking 
SEATTLE, Wash. (AP) - -  
Carol O'Shea, a 35-year-old 
mother of five, shuddered as 
the huge cell door clanged 
shut. 
She had refused to pay 
in fines for two parking 
tickets and instead accepted 
a day in jail--$~ worth of 
time. She found the depths of 
despair in the slow.moving 
moments. 
"I guess it was a matter of 
principle," she said Monday. 
"I cried for three days after 
that. It's a humiliating, 
degrading place." 
"Nobody cares," she 
scrawled on a piece of 
colored paper us the hours 
ticked away. Her notes were 
impressions of 10 hours, 
beginning at noon, April 12. 
PUT INTO CELL 
She was given a sheet and 
moved to a cell• 
"I've been asking every 15 
to 20 minutes to call my job 
so I wouldn't lose it--they 
keep telling me to wait• As 
one young matron put it, 'H 
you keep bugging me, it'll 
take that much longer.' 
"Well, I'm getting ner- 
vons. I'm afraid. I'llget fired 
if I don't call or show up. 
"I just knocked on the 
matrons came by and 
peeked into this little padded 
cell. Nobody cares if I keep I 
my job. Nobody ceres. 
"it's now 2 p.m. I finally 
got to use the phone. I finally 
got nerve enough to call my. 
job. It was humiliating for 
me to tell Joarme why I 
wanted to talk to AI, but he 
couldn't come to the phone" 
anyway because ho was 
busy. She just said she'd give 
him the message." 
door. The matron told me Back in her ceU. "I'm h~ 
she'dbustmyheadifXdida't here alone. Pve cried so 
quit knocking. I to~ her I much I feel a little sleepy. 
had to call my job. I got so Nothing else to do but sit and 
• mad I kicked the door. With wait•" 
that the old lady came into Dinner came• The night 
my cell and took me to a shift of matrons arrived. She 
padded cell." had had enough of jail. Her 
Later. "Here I am in a husband Pat posted ball and 
padded cell. Kathy end Del, she left. She did not lose her 
"I feel that somebody, 
especially a Jew and an livelihood. She says most of 
israeli, should come to the her clients are non-paying. 
defenceofthePalestinlann," Their son, Michael, 23, is 
she says. "It is a humane studying theatre in East 
and patriotic task." Berlin after completing 
DEFENDS AMERICANS three years in the Israeli 
Mrs. Langer is defending army. 
Fugitive barred 
from C, sta Rica 
SAN JOSE (AP) - -  R ican tribunal and the 
President Redrlgo Carazo 
fulfilled a major campaign 
promise following his 
inauguration Monday and 
barred fugitive U.S. 
financier Robert Veeco from 
reh~rnlng to Costa Rica. 
Vesco, wanted in the 
United States on charges of 
embezzling $224 million, left 
Costa Rica April 30 for a 
business trip around the 
Caribbean, his lawyer said 
at the time. 
Carazo made an election 
pledge to kick Vesco out and 
fulfilled it at a session of his 
Government Council of nine 
cabinet ministers im- 
mediately after he was 
sworn in as Cesta Rica's 36th 
[resident. 
"Wherever he is, let i the 
known that he cannot come 
back to Costa Rica," Presi- 
dency Minister Jose Rafael 
Cordero said in announcing 
the decision to reporters. 
NO APPEAL ALLOWED 
two Americans, Terry 
Fleener, a young woman 
from San Antonio, Tex., and 
Sand Esmail, a University of 
Michigan student, accused in 
separate trials of working 
for Palestinian terrorist 
organizations. 
The supreme court has re- 
jected her appeal to reduce 
Miss Fleener's five-year 
sentence and she is 
preparing a clemency plea to 
the president. Esmnil's trial 
has been adjourned, but Mrs. 
Langer has already lost a 
battle to have his alleged 
confession invalidated. 
Respected jurists who 
refuse to be named say Mm. 
Lnnger in a good, but not 
brilliant, lawyer. They say 
her arguments occasionally 
sink into provocative 
rhetoric. 
Her '~ctic is usually to 
claim .~ilegul practices by 
her clients' interrogators, 
and t[ten to plead for 
ciemeli~y by having the do- 
fondant'; express remorse. 
But her clients often draw 
lengthy jail terms. 
However, she claims her 
real success is in 
dramatizing the Palestinlan 
tragedy. 
The Esmaii trial, for in- 
government is appealing a
court ruling in his favor in 
another ease, the legal basis 
for the ban was not an- 
noanced. But officials aid it 
cannot be appealed• A 
lzesidsntlal spokesman said 
all ports of entry have 
received instructions to 
refuse Vesco re-entry if he 
attempts to return. 
Government sources 
would not say what might be  
dane about Vesco's holdings 
in Costa Rica, estimated at 
$60 million. He is estimated 
to have another $50 million 
invested in the Bahamas. 
The 43-year~ld financier 
is accused in the United 
States of looting Investors 
Overseas Services, Bernard 
Cornfeld's bankrupt mutual 
fund which Vesco took over, 
and of Illegally contributing 
t~00,000 toPresident Nixon's 
1972 re-elecUon campaign. 
The Internal Revenue 
Service is also seeking $1.1 
million in taxes it says i w 
0~Ves ,  ' 
mum understands you better 
now. (They are two of her 
teen.nge children who have 
been in homes for delinquent 
children off end on.) 
"Just now one of the young again. 
• I I 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, investigate the advantages of this rent- 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months rent and drive e.way. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 #;~kup 
$148.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
or simply return 
78 Camaro HT 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
78 Econollne Van 
$136.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,97S.00 
or s!mpJy return 
78 Zephyr Sedan 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,825.@0 
or simply return or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 78 FI50 4 x 4 
J°.Tveb- never been in  
trouble," ~Jhe said Monday. 
"I've news been in jail. I '~ 
never want to go through it : 
78 C 100 Chev pu 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$I,875.00 
or simply return 
70 Dodge Van 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
78 Girls Cutlass 
, /  
$99.00 per month $155.00per month $139.00per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
$1400.00 $2,275.00 S2,025.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION I 
CALL  LARRY HAYES.  R ICHARDS [ 
COLLECT 987-7111 I 
BELMONT LEASING LTD• I 
1160 MARINE DRIVE | 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B,C. D.0047SA 
PARIS (Ranter) - -  
Jacques Mnsrine, who once 
boasted that prisons were 
made to be broken out of, 
was on the run again today 
after escaping from Parls's 
top-security La Santa prison. 
He is wanted in Canada for 
breaking out of jail in 
Montreal and in connection 
with the slaying of two 
Quebec forest rangers. 
Mesrine, known in France 
as Public Enemy No. 1 for 
his history of armed bank 
robbery, kidnapping and 
Jail.breaks, jumped over the 
prison wail Monday with 
another convict, himself an 
expert at prison escapes. 
They hijacked a car and 
disappeared. 
Mesrine, in a book 
smuggled out of prison in 
1973, said he killed 15 persons 
in his life of crime in Canada 
and France, but police 
believe the murder tales are 
mestiy myth. 
Police said the well- 
planned escape began as 
Mesrine, 43, discussed the 
Canadian murder charges 
ngaimt him in a prison 
security wing with his 
lawyer, Christine Giletil. 
GUNS HIDDEN 
He suddenly said there 
were microphones hidden in 
the room, tore the grating off 
a ventilator and removed 
three pistols and some rope 
which had been hidden there, 
police said. 
Meerine gave two pistols to 
two fellow convicts. They 
the~ locked guards in an 
adjacent cell and headed for 
the prison wall. 
Police shot and killed one 
convict but Mesrine and 
Francois Besse, 34, scaled 
the wall with a ladder and 
jumped clear, they said. 
Mesrine's lawyer was 
being held for questioning 
today as police tried to 
discover who hid the guns 
and the well.placed ladder. 
Mesrine fled here in 1972 
after escaping from jail in 
Montreal where he was 
serving a t0-year term for 
kidnapping a 'wealthy 
Quebec industrialist. The 
two forest rangers were al- 
legedly killed while trying to 
capture Mesrine. 
In his book he wrote: 
DEAD THREE DAYS 
SANTIAGO (Renter) --  A 
th~ ~e-day party in a suburb 
of the Chilean capital was 
noisy but didn't disturb one 
man sitting quietly in the 
comer. He died on the flint 
day and none of his fellow 
guests noticed• Police said 
Jose Luta Huenchupan, 35, 
arrived at the party drtmk at 
the start of the May Day 
weekend, collapsed in a 
chair and was left to sleep it 
off. 
tance, has attracted in- Although Vesco has a 
terest in the United States cit izenship appl icat ion 
and many support groups• ~nding before one Costa 
• @ p , ~  . 
25./PROPERTY/:•;' 
i :FOR:RENT:: 
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! 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply 5ervlce, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
;Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to' sand Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
'All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advedlsement 
or In the event o~ an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one in- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Ad 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
h!s age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
iustlfled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Publ ished at  Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Mon..Fri. mornings 
19. HELP WANTED 
49: HOMES 
-FOR-SALE ' -  
39, 
MARINE ' 
47. HOMES . .  
• FOR RENTI 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  ruth 3.00 
By Car r ie r  year 36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.1)0 
By Ma i l  year 40.1)0 
Senior Cit izen year 
20.00 
Brlflsh Commonwsalth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
HOMEDELIVERY 
Terraa~ • District 
Thu,'nhill & District 
Phone 635.6357 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per 
~nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
sertlons $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL. POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month baals only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
I:O0 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of iB.00 on all 
N.S,F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted/within o e month. 
$5.00 prodpctlon charge for 
wedding ai~d-or engagement 
pictures. I~ews of weddings 
(write.ups') received ant 
month or n~ore after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without pictpre. Subject to 
condensatioh. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIE[~ AN. 
NOUNCEME~TS: 
Births ~ 5.50 
Funerals i 5.50 
Cards of Thanl~s 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
C.lasslfled Advertising Dept. 
B.C.O.A.P.O.. Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November 18th 
1978. Arena Banquet Room 
: , • . 
i ,  NOTICE • 
L . 
M ~ 
LEAVING HOME both a 
superb comedy and a 
powerful emotional drama 
on family life, wil l  be 
presented by the Terrace 
Little Theatre !n the R.E.M. 
Lee on Sat. May 13 and Sun. 
May 14 at 8:00 p.m. Ad- 
mission $4.00 end $2.50 for 
students and senior citizens. 
Advance tickets st McColls 
Real Estaie. Mature en- 
tertainment. 
The Terrace Dog Club will 
hold Its monthly meeting at 
the Thornhlll Community 
Hall. Wednesday, May 18th 
at 8:30 p.m. 
Santo Cervello, mimest will 
perform "Metamorphlsls", 
May 18 and 19 !n the Verltas 
Sym at 3:30 p.m. fan Booth 
wlll perform "Mark Twain In 
Person" May 18 and 19 atthe 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at 
3:30 p.m. Tickets for both 
performances aro available 
a t  the .door at Sl.00 per 
per~n. These performances 
are presented In conJundlon 
with: Kermede Theatre '78. 
Alternative Energy En. 
thuslasts . Solar, Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
W~I  etc.. Are you currently 
designing or experimenting 
with :small.sea • reaeweble 
energy systems? The 
Pacific Rim Education 
Le Jardin d'Enfance, the 
Terrace Fench Language 
Preschool is accepting 
registration of preschool 
children ages 3-5 for Sep- 
tember classes. Visitors day 
"at the school will be Monday 
May 15 1~2:30 for parents 
wishing to observe the school- 
in session. Phone 635.7318 
for more Information. 
The "Northwest Charcoal 
Burners" will be having an 
Informal black powder shoot 
Saturday May 13th 9:30 a.m. 
at the Kiflmat Rifle range. 
Everyone welcome. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
Project Is setting up s looking for donations of any 
Northern Network to old,broken or used pieces of 
facilitate development 01 furniture, also any dlscard~ 
such systems. Pictures end wood products we could use 
prolect deacrlptlons are for recycling or renovating. 
needed for a booklet to be Call us at 635-2238 between 
publllhed this spring. Write 8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
Box707 r Terrace, B.C. (wthf to make arrangements for 
to may1.1) ' ' pickup. 
The Vancouver PlaYhouse, 
British Columble's major 
professional theatre will 
present Joe Odin's 
outragelous black comedy 
"Loot" on Wednesday May 
17.at he R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Terrace at 8 p.m. " loot" a 
long running hit In London" 
md on Broadway Is a zany, 
~izarre upside down comedy 
n a Monty Python veln. 
"Ickets are avallable In May 
t Terrace Slght and Sound 
~d Terrace Llbrary. For 
.rther Informatlon call 635. 
318. "Loot" Is a part of 
Kermode Theatre '78. 
Kermode Theetre'78, the 
B.C. High School Drama' 
Festival will take place In 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre May 
la-2oat 8 p.n. The mainstage 
'Showcase" consists of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ad- 
[udicatlon. Tickets available 
in May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace 
Library. 
DANCE REVUE '78 
the Vlckl Parlalnen Dancers, 
May 12t.h, 8:00 p.m., R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre, Tickets: Betty 
Wann 635-6763, Bev Evans. 
635.7068, Maxine CU l l ing .  
638-8240, Adults $2.00, 
Children $1.00 
Mil ls Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop In on Saturdays 
from 11:00.4:30 p.m. 
There will be a Special 
Singing Service on Pentecost 
Sunday, May 14th, 1978 
sponsored by the Terrace 
Church of God. The singing 
will begin at 2:00 p.m. and 
everyone is invited to attend. 
The Church is located at 3341 
River Drive and the Pastor 
is Robert L. White. Special 
singers will include Andy 
Quack and Randy Adams 
from Kilwancoal, B.C. 
SaL May lSth 9 p.m. the 
-/dim= One Social Club will 
host. a dance at The 
Mason Lodge, 4900 block 
Lazel[e. Member ~.00- nm. 
members ~1.00. For all 
single adults, phone 63S-4~2 
or 638-1093 
Join the Terrace Scuba Club 
and bring a friend or twol 
Meeting - Monday May 15th 
Swimming Pool Board Room 
8:30 p.m. 
o 
The Annual Meeting of the 
Terrace and District 
Christian Council for Social 
Resources will be held at 
Knox United Church, 4907 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Thursday, May lBth at 7:30 
p.m. 
Auetlon Aetlon 
Beginning M ay 20 & gist. 
L.W. Sears Auetioneer phone 
638-1538 (c8-15) 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of .a Land Ranger 
CompJny in the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 10 who are In. 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
"THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup• service phone 
635.5320 or 635..5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Ayenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:80 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
"RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635.75SS 
OR 
635.7728 
(ctf) 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life an'd your children's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stontly yell at your d~lldrefl," 
or hit them, or find It hard to 
control yo~,r angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal late help you 
become the loving con. 
structlve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635•4419 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
h30-3:50p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
ppintment. 
- Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed. 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing car~e In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday at. 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appolntment~ 
SAN ITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing eats will ~ dang, b Z 
doctor's referl;,~ls~ l"ei i~oi" 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
• Office at No.20S.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelie. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
'635-3747.0r 635.3023. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 LazMle Avmue. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terraceand Thornhlll area 
the following services. 
• Activity centre for hen. 
dlcrafts 
Day Care for working 
people 
• Drop.in for companlonshlp 
& coffeei 
Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skecnavlew Ledge 
635.2265 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd Jobs for the Jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(c i f )  
GEMIN I EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contrad 
635.3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
available, custom firing. 
. . '  3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Eledrleal and Refrigeration 
contract. 
'House wiring. 
; 6354076 
FULLER BRUSH 
Order now by phone. Phone 
or make an appolntmect. 
Marnle 635.9721. 
Reward offered for "th~ 
return of Mocha, 3 rv~.~nth old 
female doberman. ~,~.'st'.~g 
since Sunday afternoon fi:om 
Kalum and Loan phone 635. 
2B89 (p3-9) 
Lost- Brown framed blesses, 
black arms with a hearing 
aid attached. Lost between 
Riverside Grocery and the 
overpass. Reward offered. 
phone 63S.2490 (IO5-1) 
REQUIRED 
Painting Contractor to 
complete 're-painting of 
approximately 90,000 square 
feet of interior walls. Some 
minor drywall repalrs 
required. Paint to be sup. 
plied by contractor. Tools 
end other repalr materials to 
be supplied by contractor. 
For more information, see 
specification af School 
District No. 92 (Nlsgha) 
offices in Terrace or New 
Aiyansh. (c5.) 
British Columbia 
Housing Management 
Commlsslon 
Maintenance Supervisor 
Northern B.C. 
$7,784.00-$20,724.00 per an- 
num 
Under the regional manager, 
Northern B.C, the main- 
tenance supervisor will be 
responsible for the main- 
tenance of rental housing 
development. 'Respon- 
sibilities: 
To assist In the planning 
and Implementation of the 
annual  ma intenance  
program for rental houslng; 
To direct preventative 
maintenance programs; 
• To prepare plans, 
specifications and estimates 
for malntenqnce; 
cerfificatl0n'" ~of work 
undertaken by contractors at 
the site; 
Direction and control of 
caretaklng, janitorial and 
malntenance staff; 
Perform other related 
duties. 
Qualification and Ex. 
perience 
Secondary  School  
education or equivalent 
combination of education 
and experience sup- 
plemented by relevant 
technlcal training, several 
years directly related ex- 
perience in maintenance and 
construction at the super- 
visory level. Please send 
details of experience and, 
qualification fo the 
Regional Manager, . 
Northern, B.C. 
British Columbla Housing 
Management Commisslon 
Box 310 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
For further information on 
appllcatlon please contact at 
No.5.342.3rd Ave. W. Prince 
Rupert, B.C., phone 627.7501 
by May 19, 1978 
(c4-10) 
Typist.Receptionist 
For permanent employment 
in Chartered Accountants' 
office. 'Financial statement 
typing experience would be 
an asset. Apply to 
McAIpine and Co. 
4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
63S-4925 
(c" 8) ~ 
Help Wanted: Halr..styllst 
and apprentice wanted for 
new unisex shop in Smlthers 
apply Box 2215 Slithers 847. 
9346 (c!0-15) 
Salesman 
We are looking for a person 
with a proven sales record, 
Travelling required but no 
oves' night trips, Your own 
vehicle advantageous. 
Would be required to call on 
established accounts, as ~/ell 
as showing Initiative for new 
prospects. This companies 
office is in Prince George. 
Renumeration includes: 
Basic salary, eemmtsdl, on, 
monthly bonus, and ex-  
peases, All replies hdd*In 
strictest oonfidents, Reply to 
Box 1176, Terract Daily 
Herald (eS-12) 
Warehouseman required for 
regular warehouse duties 
including shipping and 
receivin8 etc. Phone H. 
Young Acklands Ltd 63H~26 
(e3-10) 
Office & Shop space 
available, Hwy 16 Thornhlll 
phone 635.3863 or 638.110S 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and In 
excellent condition. Asking 
$800.00. Phone 638-1072 after 
6 p.m. 
(fin) 
Terrace Thornhill N.D.P. 
Club Flea Market and 
Garage sale~ Sat. May 13, 10 
a.m.. 3 p.m. at the Thornhlll 
Community Centre. Tables 
$5 each, Admisslon 58c 
adults. Sellers phone 635- 
3502 to reserve a table. (c0- 
10) 
7/s---- 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR- 
NITURE LTO. 
4434 Lskelse Ave. 
Terrace 635.3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
For Sale: 1 Rogers 9 piece 
drumset with travelling 
cases and Zlldjlan cymbals. 
In very good condtlon. Ask 
for Garry before 5 at 635.4938 
or 635-2771 after 5 (I)5-9) 
Top Quality mixed hay for 
sale. Heavy bales 847-3165 
(c12t,w,th,may4) 
I 
Concrete forms for sale or 
rent. Build your own 
basement and save. phone 
635-3745 (p3-8) 
40 gal. elec. hot water tank; 
20,000 BTU oll furnance. 
Must sell immedlately phone 
635.7124 or 635-5886' and ask 
for Don (¢5-) 
For Sale: 1969 Oldsmobile 
and saddle and a floor 
polisher phone 635-7387 after 
5 (c3-10) 
Light Plant for sale - 2 
cylinder Wisconson gas 
engine, 5KV generator, 
remote start, needs some 
work. Phone 63S-5420 days 
(p3-t0) 
For Trade - 21 cu. Zenith 
deep freeze, or a small deep 
freeze. Phone 635-5g34 after 
6 (p3-I0) 
Fibreglass runabout with 
full convertible top, 1977 50 
h.p. Merc electric with extra 
tank cn E2 load trailer. 
Contact Grant Papps, 4721 
Loan Ave. 638.1856 or 638. 
• 8131 (p3-9) 
Room for Rent: Private 
entrance. Near town. Large 
sleeping room with kit. 
chenefte and bathroom for 
your convenience. Bedding 
and dishes supplied, fur. 
n;shed, very reasonable, will 
be available May 11 phone 
635-4013 evenings. (c2,6,8) 
Rooms to Rent: Kitchen and 
laundry facilities phone 635. 
4948 ask for John (c6.9) 
For Rent: 1 bedroom duplex, 
stove and fridge included. 
Five minutes walk to 
shopping centers. Im- 
mediate occupancy phone 
635.2834 (p5.8) 
For Rent - 2 bedroom 
basement suite. Close to 
schools. Fridge and stove. 
Phone 635-5963 (I~-9) 
For Rent - 3 bedroom 
basement suite, wall to wall 
carpet. Phone 63,5-1402 (pl- 
8) 
I 
House For Sale 
This could be the bargain 
you have been waiting for. 
If you are tired of paying 
rent but don't wanl 
exhorbltant mortgage 
payments, we have the 
house for you. Cheap to 
heat w!th low taxes. Near 
all schools and downtown. 
Three bedrooms with 
electric heat. Nice lot. 
If you are interested. 
The price is $25,$00. and 
the number to call is 635. 
5339 after 10:30 a.m. 
(sff5.15) i 
Country Life in Town - 1283 
sq, ft. Features indudu 
utility room o main floor 1½ 
bathrooms, mural in LR. 
Raking island in kitchen 3 
bedrooms up and 2 in 
basement. Like new con- 
dition, quiet area. I acre 
with good garden area. 
Asking $62,000. Offers 
considered. Come and have 
a look 5243 Soucie on the 
bench 635-4760 (c2-9) 
For Sale: 4 bedroom house 
' . . . .  - - - -  with carport. On large 
For rent, large, attractive 3 landscaped lot with gardm 
bedroom unfurn ished space and fruit trees. 
duplex. 1250 sq.ft, living Greenhouse with 9 sheds. 
area with garage and Asking $25,500 for ap- 
• storage room. In town 4644 pnintment toview phono 635- 
Davis. Available June I $353 7014 (C5-12) . : ,  
For Sale: Hard top tent 
trailer or will trade for piano 
phone 635-7074 (c3.8) 
: For Rent: 2 bedroom suite, 
THOSE 81ZE SIXES unfurnished, frldge and 
3 bedroom home 14U~Maple ' 
St..Anidng 120,000 phone 635- 
635-5945 evening (c10-17) 
HE WAS A PICKPOCKET 
Rabbit Maremville, of the 
FLEW stove. No pets phone 635-5627 Baseball Hall of Fame, 
Hail of Fame outfielder For Rent : :  2 bedroom caught pop flies with both 
Zach Wheat wore'only a size basement suite. Good for bands against his chest and 
six baseball shoe. couple. Call 635-2153 (pl-8) caged it a vest-pocket catch. 
Northwest 
Community 
College 
invites appl icat ions for  two  newly  created positions: 
Director of Continuing Eduoation 
I)istanoe Education Coordinator 
f 
Northwest  Communi ty  College serves a large geographical  area In 
the Northwest  region of B.C. (population: about 85,000). The main  
fac i l i t ies  of the College are in Terrace, but the College has sub- 
stant ia l  operations in K i t imat ,  Prince Rupert, the Hazelton area,  
and S l i thers ,  w i th  smal ler  operations in the Queen Char lotte 
Islands, the Nass Val ley,  Stewart and Houston. 
The Di rector  of Continuing Education is a senior admin is t ra t ive  
position report ing d i rec t ly  to the Pr incipal .  The appointee w i l l  be 
respons!ble for  general supervis ion of the Communi ty  Educat ion 
Services, and for  certain special programs that have a reg iona l  base. 
for  operation. 
The Distance Education Coordinator wi l l  report to the Director of 
Continuing Education. The appointee wi l l  be expected to in i t iate 
and.or coordinate educat ional  programs designed to meet the needs 
of people who are soc ia l ly  or geographical ly  Isolated f rom 
t rad i t iona l  learning opportunit ies. The appointee w i l l  have ex. 
pertise In the ut i l izat ion of all major  communlcaf lon systems and in 
educational p rogramming and wi l l  be expected to use this expert ise 
to aid Instructors and other College personnel in the development of 
non-tradit ional  education programs. 
Commencement date: August  1, 1978 or as soon as possible 
thereafter .  
Sa lary.  Commensurate w i th  qual i f icat ions and exper ience 
Appl icat ion deadl ine:  May  31, 1978 
Send cur r i cu lum v i tae w i th  names and addresses of referees to: 
The Pr inc ipa l  
Northwest  Communi ty  College 
Terrace,  B.C. 
V8G 4C2 
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52, WANTED 
TO RENT • " HOMES 
Wanted to rent a 2 bedroom 
house or suite unfurnished, 
In town. As soon as possible 
phone 635-5727 (off) 
Registered Nurse with three 
well behaved adolescents 
wishes to rent a 3 bedroom 
house or suite by July 1, 1978. 
Contact Grant Pappa 638- 
1856 or 639-8131 ( )3-10) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,0(X} and $1900. Two lots 
only left. One with creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. VgN 4[34 phone 
339.4736 (c50-1ulyl) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150)(210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635. 
5102 after 6 and weekenda. 
For Sale: 8Ox100' lot. View 
at McNeil St, Thornhill. On 
water system. Asking $6,000. 
Phone 63S-7S40 or 635-2056 
(ctfiu4) 
For Sale: 1970 12160 Great 
Lake Trailer, furnished with 
washer and dryer and joey 
shack 638-8254 after 5 
12x54 2 bedroom house 
trailer with large Joey shack 
and sandeck. Set up ~d 
skirted in local trailer 
court. Unfurnished except 
for washer and dryer and 
stove. Asking $6,000 or 
closest offer. Phone 638.8297 
after 3:30 p.m. (C4-8,11,12,13) 
For Sale: 12x68 Glendale 
Vista Villa 3 bedroom trailer 
with steel shed and porch. 
For appt. to view phone 635- 
9403 after 5 (p10-17) 
12x68 2 bedroom house 
trailer includes fridge, stove 
and dishwasher. Finished 
addition, set up in trailer 
park. Will accept smaller 
house trailer as part 
paymeet. For further in. 
formation phone 835-7870 
(p6-15) 
For Sale: 1973 12x60 trailer 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 635. 
7697 after 4 (c20-maylO) 
'FOR SALE: 12x4~ two. 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
in Thornhlll. Asking $13500, 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Growing convenieace store Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
for sale in Terrace. Fully 
~ uipped with complete tcher shop and walk.in 
cooler. 3 bedroom dwelling 
attached plus rental house. 
On acre of land. $100,000 
with financing available. 
For details 635-5202 (p5-12) 
Salvage Bids tobe taken on a 
1975 Volkswagon Beetle. On 
an as is, where Is basis. For 
more information contact 
Brouwer & Co., 6.3238 Kalum 
St. or 635-7173 (c9- 
7,8,9,16,17,18,23,24,25 ) 
1976 GMC •Factory Van 
Conversion 
Lighted, lined, rugged, in- 
sulated, icebox. Three 
burner stoye, sink and 
trailer hitch. $6,495 638-1744 
after 6 p.m. (p3-z0) 
76 Dodge Van 6 cyl., 3 speed 
standard. Must sell $4,000 
Phone 635.7702 (p6-12) 
For Sale - 1956 Ford pickup, 
also 1976 250cc YZ and a 327 
cu. in. motor, 1976 GMC 4x4 
pickup, 1977 Arctic Cat 
snowmobile, all things mt~t 
go as owner is leaving town. 
ph0n'e6,.~-5697 after 5 (p10- 
17) 
For Sale- 1977 Toyota Celiea 
GT liR back phone 638-1689 
(p3-10) 
1975 Plymouth Crickett 
wagon. Low mileage. 
Excellent condition. Asking 
~900 phone 635-4619 (c3-10) 
1973 Datsun 1200 phone 635- 
2B90 aRer 5 (p3-10) 
For Sale. 1969 Pontiac 2door 
HT spurts Coupe 633-3257 
alter 6 (p3-10) 
74 Ford Window Van auto, 72 
Ford pickup auto, 14' Land 
boat with motor and trailer 
phone 635-6686 (eS-10) 
1972 Toyota long-wheel base 
Landcruiser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare fire, roof 
rack, good condition. View 
5135 McConnel1638-1517 or 
635.4380 (¢10-12) 
67, " 
SERVICES .... 
1971 Toyota Landcrulser 
with wideti.res p us set spare 
t res with rims. View at 5135 
McConnel1638-1517 or 635- 
4380 (c10.12) 
Phone ~)5.7117 (ctf) 
For Sale: 1968 10x3~ Ira. 
perlal trailer, furnished, 
phone 635.7860 (c10.13) 
12x54 Safeway, 2 bedroom 
with 30 addition, frldge, 
stove, carpet, drapes in. 
cluded. Set-up and sklrted in 
trailer park, phone 635.4310 
after 5 (ctf) 
For Sale: 1970 2 bedroom 
trailer with frldge, stove, 
dishwasher, washer & dryer, 
has a 10x25 addition phone 
635-5348 (p15-13) 
ITen B.C. Hydroand I 
Power Authority I 
INVITATION TO TENDER[ 
for interior landscaping andl 
maintenance of ap I  
proximately twenty-four 
floor units and fifty hanging 
units decorating and interior 
m~1! :~iif ~[he Divisional 
C4mtre, 5220 Kcith Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
d~ forms an( 
specifications are available 
from MR. F.L. Janaurer at 
4722 Lukelse Avenue. 
Closing date for submission 
tenders if 17 May 1978. 
c3-10) 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part.time; 
$1,000 full time. Easy to" 
succeed with our tralnlng. 
Write Fuller Brush Com. 
pany, C-O Box 108, 808, '207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloopa, B.C. V2C SKI. 
(ctf) 
For Sale: Parkinue tent 
trailer...Sleeps 6, stove and 
sink ~,~27~8 
Will do rctotilling with M" 
1974 Ford Meteor Montego. tractor unit. Reasonable 
Excellentcondltlon. Normal rates. Front bucket for 
extras. Vinyl top, 35 moving-spreading so i l  
Cleveland motor. Price gravel. Pre~cr ' rho~ 
5 year old registered Quarter 
Horse gelding. Western 
andEngllsh shown Terrace 
and Prince George Ideal for 
children or adults. Asking 
$1,000 nhone 635.2826 after 6 
p.m. (c5-5) 
% registered Arab mare for 
sale. 5 years old. Excellent 
disposition. Asking $600 or 
best offer phone 635-5688 (p3. 
10) 
Rabbits for sale 633-3831 (p3. 
10) 
Reg. Morgan Partbreds 
- 6 year Bay gelding with 
star. 12.3 h.h. trained to 
drive and ride. 
- 4 year Black mare with two 
white hind socks 13 h.b. 
trained to drive and green 
broke to ride. 
- yearling solid black gelding 
should mature 13.2 h.h. 
- also 78 goal. 
63.~2347 or write Wolfgang 
Kriegl 
4812 Sunset Dr. 
Terrace, B.C. 
(p6-13) 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mail. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully illustrated 
cafelogue of marital aids for 
both ladies and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
(Off) 
BOOKS DESTROYED 
MADRID (AP) - -  Three 
young men hurled firebombs 
into the U.S. cultural in. 
stitute in Madrid on 
Tuesday, destroying about 
150 books, U.S. officials said 
Wednesday. A man who said 
ha was a member of the 
Pbeiangist Vanguard tele- 
phoned a Spanish news 
agency and said the militant 
right-wing group made the 
attack to protest "Yankee 
A Sunny Taste For Tables 
with the help of modern 
coz~,reniences such as the 
electric skillet and quality 
convenience foods such as 
Contadina tomato sauce. 
Start by frying pork sau- 
sage and ground chuck in 
the electric skillet. Saute 
onion and garlic in the same 
pan. After draining excess 
fat, stir' in three cans o_ ~ 
warm and flavorful tomato 
sauce along with oregano 
and other seasonings. While 
this is cooking, peel a medi- 
um eggplant hat weighs 
about one pound. Cut it in- 
to half-inch slices. Arrange 
NEW FASHIONS IN FOOD 
Maybe a cruise to the 
Greek islands isn't in the ~.~, , ,  ~','. 
budget this year, but you ~p_~:~,~;~,~ ~-/ ,  
can capture some of the ~ ~ ~ , ~ .  7 {: ~;ff.~r.~ ~. 
local color and authentic ~ ~ .  
tastes right in your own 
kitchen. 
This dinner-ln-a-dish has ~ ~ - - ~ '  
typical of dishes from the 
Mediterranean region, where ~ - ~  
the main meal of'the day 
may be assembled slowly 
and carefully in an earthen- 
ware casserole over a char- ~..~, ~ .~_ .~-~ 
coal fire. 
Fortunately you can 
pu't i t  together much 
more quickly and easily 
over the tomato mixture 
and cook until just tender. 
For a final Mediterranean 
touch, sprinkle shredded 
cheese and sliced ripe olives 
over the eggplant. 
Set the table in a suitably 
sunny style. Use your favor. 
ite earthenware dishes and 
country linens, with a 
centerpiece of fresh flowers. 
Even a small bunch of 
daisies in a stoneware mug 
has an enormously brighten- 
ing effect. 
With Eggplant Mediterra- 
nean, serve a basket of 
crusty French bread and a 
mixed green salad that in- 
cludes watercress, sliced 
fresh mushrooms and a 
sprinkling of raisins or sliv- 
ered pine nuts for texture. 
Orange sherbet would be a 
sunny finale for this deli- 
cious meal, designed from 
start to finish to make you 
feel as if you're on vacation! 
Englade, said authorities 
economic political and gave him no reason for the 
mi l i ta ry  imper ia l i sm order, although e said he 
against Spain." thought i  was related to an 
article on executions in 
,..~OURNALISTEX- Rhodesia which he wrote for 
r=S~LI='%~URY (Renter) -- a local magazine. 
A free-lance journalist who SETASIDE ENOUGH TIME 
writes for Time m ngazine The average time of a 
was o ra.er.ou.Tn.U~...uey" to baseball game in the 
leave :tm_~l~m ~..u~n .~o NatienalLeegue in 1977 was 
weeu, zrnejournalist, ~en . two hours and:~5 minutes; 
No-CookP eCools'" Kitchen 
This refreshing Frozen Peach Melba Pie is an easy, 
delicious way to beat the summer heat. It requires no 
cooking and includes corn syrup, an important ingredient 
in all frozen desserts. The corn syrup helps control the 
size of ice crystals thereby contributing to tho smooth 
texture of this pie. 
FROZEN PEACH MELBA PIE 
$2500 phone 635.2804 (p3.9) area phone 635-3478 (p,%12) serving. If desired, garnish with peach sllcea and berries. 
Makes 8 servings. 
1 112 pounds peaches, peeled, pitted, sliced (3 cups) 
314 cup KurD light corn syrup 
1 tablespoon lemon juice 
I pint raspberry sherbet, softened 
2 drops red food color, optional 
1 cup vanilla ice cream, softened 
2 drops yellow food color, optional 
1 (9-inch) graham cracker crust 
In blender container place peaches, corn syrup and 
lemon juice. Cover and blend 30 seconds or until iquefied. 
Fold I cup of the pureed peaches and red food color into 
raspberry sherbet. Pour into crust. Freeze about 1 hour 
or until firm. Fold remaining 1 cup pureed peaches end 
yellow food color into vanilla ice cream. Pour on top of 
raspberry layer. Freeze Until firm. Remove from freezer 
and let stand at room temperature 10 minutes before 
For Sale: 1974 Toyota -. ...... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Corolla. Excellent condition. ~¢~.-...-;:.-.:.:.:--.:.:.:.:.:.~;.-~:;:-...~.........;.;~;v;.-...;...~.~.~-~-~.~.:.~.-......~......-.~-..~..-~.....~......~...~....~.....-....~...~-.~...-~.~..- . . .  , 
e''""'"'"°'' tl Bus iness  "it For Sale: 65 Ford Custom4 
dr.,good running condition, ii I ~ ~ Not listed, in our  ill phone 635,2080 $350 (p10.13) 
phone197"~Pintowlth sun roof $1500635.3696 ,p5-10, :~:i  B :~V:  ? Te l  ,,reoto,, :.il 
: ' : l~,~/~:~l' TE ERINARY MEDICAL CENTRE- 63'-3300 ~:': RR 
Sony1976 FOrdstereo,E150captainsWindoWchairs,Van. i:~i ~ '  AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL • 635.R040 !'~! Mint condition, 19,00  miles, 
::iii ~ BOYDS BODY SHOP - 63S.9410 ii! and many more extras. 
Phone 846.5875 (p3-8) 
73'Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski like new 
• asking $1,000 639-1493 (Cff) 
We're 
Listed 
VW Van 1977.7 passenger as 
new with many extras, 7000 
miles 635.5290 after 6 and 
weekends. (off) 
1970 Chrysler Newport, p.s., 
p.b., rear defroster, block 
heaters $800 phone 635-5102 
after 6 and weekends. (ctf) 
TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES . 635-4221 
THE HOBBY HUT . 635-9393 .... 
THREE RIVERS WORKSHOP - 635-2236 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD 
If you wish your Busil, ess Phone 635 63§7 
'Jsted for your  customers please cal l  m 
o*o*  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :':':':;:':;:;:':':':':'.~:.: ;:.:;:;:.:;:;:;:.:.'. ";;;':';';';';';';':':';';': ;;':':';;::;.:.:.;.:.;.;.:.;.;.;.'.'." .'.'.-.-.:.'.-,'.'.-.'.-.'.---.'.'.'; •. • • , . •~.;.;e,;." 
EGGPLANT 
MEDITERRANEAN 
(Makes 6 to 8 serving=) 
3/4 pound bulk pork 
sausage 
3/4 pound ground chuck 
1 cup (1 medium) 
sliced onion 
1 crushed garlic clove 
3 cups (three 8-ounce 
cans) Contadina 
Tomato Sauce 
3/4 teaspoon oregano 
leaves 
1 bay leaf 
1 medium (1 to 1 1/4 
pounds) eggplant 
3/4 cup (6 ounces)shredded 
mild Cbeddar cheese 
1/2 cup (2 1/4-ounce can) 
drained sliced 
• ripe olives 
Fry sausage and ground 
chuck in 11-inch electrio 
skillet set at 300OF. Stir in 
onion and garlic; saute until 
onion is tender. Drain off 
excess fat. Stir in tomato 
sauce, oregano and bay leaf. 
Reduce heat; boil gently 
(about 210OF.), covered, 20 
minutes. Peel eggplant; cut 
into 1/2-inch slices. Arrange 
eggplant over tomato mix- 
ture. Cover and cook addi- 
tional 15,to 20 minutes or 
until eggplant is just tender. 
Remove cover; sprinkle 
cheese and olives over egg- 
plant. Cover and cook 5 
minutes. 
EVERYONE 
NEEDS TREES 
TO BUILD 
TREES...A GROWING CONCERN 
A CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
AND YOUR PROVINCIAL FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
Some say it s good luck to have a stork build a nest on 
your roof. 
!: 
Some people have believed that a short shadow indicated 
wanning strength. 
Some consider it bad luck to let your shadow fail'on a tree 
THE VILLAGE OF PORTCLEMENTS 
WATER SUPPLY AND WASTEWATER DISPOSAL 
CONTRACT NO. 1 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
RSeraled Tenders in separate envebpasmarked "Tender 
the Village of Port Clemenis Water Supply and 
Westewater Disposal, Centract No. 1" will be received 
by the undersigned at the office of Willis, Cunliffe, TaR 
& Company Ltd., No.318- 6th Street, New Westminster, 
B.C. until 4:00 p.m. local time on Jane 16, 1978 and 
opened in public at that time. 
The scope of the work includes: 
1. Provision and installation of approximately 2,250 
metres of water pipe. 
2. Provision and installation of approzimately 5,600 
metres of sewer pipe. 
3. Two sewage pump stations. 
4. A water treatment plant. 
S. Construction of sewage lagoons. 
6. Marine ouffall pipe (approximately 450 metres). 
Drawings, specifications, and Tender Documents may 
be obtained from Willis, Canliffe, Talt & Company at 
the following offices on or after May 16,1978: 
1. 827 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. 
2.  No .318  - 6th Street, New Westminster, B.C. 
3. No.501 - 1575- 5th Street, Prince George, B.C. 
4. No.205 - 4663 Lazcile Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
S. The Village of Port Clements (Municipal Hall) Box 
98, Port Clonlonts, Queen Charlotte Islands, B.C  
Payment for the Documents is twenty (;20.00) dollars 
which in not refundable. If payment is made by 
cheque, it should he made payable to Willis, Cunliffe, 
TaR & Company Ltd. 
The Contract Documents will also be available for 
review only at the following locations: 
1. Amalgamated Construction Association, 2675 Oak 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
2. Victoria Construction Association, 1075 Aiston 
Street, Victoria, B.C. 
3. Northern Construction Association, 3851 . 18th 
Avenue, Prince George, B,C. 
DQUestiona regarding clarification of the Contract 
oouments should be directed to Mr. P. Gigliotti p. 
Eng. or Mr. D. Kltts0n of Willis, Canllffe, TaR & 
Company Ltd., 827 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C., 
telephone 38,5-8721. 
The Village of Port Clements 
Post Office Box 98 
Port Clements, B.C, 
V0T 11t0 
G. O'Brien 
Clerk-Administrator 
9o It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
', ,381'  : 
' ;;L.,,,,,. s.Ts 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
CANADIAN 
TRANSPORT 
COMMISSION 
YUKON AIRWAYS LIMITED- APPLICATION FOR 
AMENDMENT OF CONDITION NO. 7 OF LICENCE 
NO. A.T.C. 2173-72 (H) 
Under Licenee no. A.T.C. 2173.72 (H) Yukon Airways 
Limited is authorized to operate a Class 4 Charter 
commercial ir service from a base at Dense Lake, 
B.C., using rotating wing aircraft. 
Condition No. 7 of the above mentioned license 
restricts the Licensee in its operations tothe use of two 
(2) Group A-RW aircraft. 
The Licensee has now applied for Amendment of 
Condition No. 7 to remove the commercial restriction 
of two (2) aircraft in Group A-RW. 
On request to the Committee, further particulars of
the application will be provided. 
Any person interested may intervene to support, 
oppose or modify the application in accordance with 
the Canadian Transport Commission General Rules. 
An Intervention, if made, shall he endorsed with the 
name and address of the Intervener o its solicitor and 
two (2) copies hall be mailed or delivered together 
w .iiith any suppart~g d ooummte to the Secretary, Air 
,ranspurt uommiuee, u'FrAWA, K1A 0N9 with copy of 
~.e Intervention a d d~.uments s _e_r_v_ ed upon the ap- 
pucant or tts ~0ucJtor not later than May 30th, 1978. 
The name and address for service of Interventions is:
Yukon Airways Limited 
Hanger "A", Whitehorse Airport, 
White.horse, Y.T. 
Y1A 3E4 
Attention: C.E. Ford, President 
The applicant or its Solicitor may, by a Reply, object 
to an Intervention ormay admit or deny any or all of 
thefactsallegedin the Intervention. A Reply, if made, 
shall be signed by the applicant or its Solicitor and two 
(2) copies shall be mailed or  delivered to the 
Secretary, Air Transport Committee, OTTAWA, KIA 
0N9 with a copy of the Reply served on the Inturve~er 
or his Solicitor within ten (10) days after receipt of an 
Intervention. 
Proof of service shall he made by Declaration under 
Oath and filed with the Secretary. 
R The C..ommit.t~ will not.receive any Intervention or 
epiy ulea out ol ume umess the party making same 
satisfies the Committee that he could not have done the 
same within the time specified for,reasons beyond : 
control. ,, 
F.S, Steele 
forW.V. Tuition 
Secretary, 
April 25th, 1978 Air Transport Cdmmittee 
(cl-7) 
f 
I ' 
Do You Need 
'Gam-Anon'? 
By Abigail Van :Buren 
i~,~ • 1978 bY Chicago Tr l tmntN.Y.  New|  8yN,  In~. 
r=..b,,-g is not  ply. 38 a 31 River in Wen=mess -- it  e an 1these for which truatment is aval l~e France 
f~e:/G~nblers Anonymous. And for the family oar; close 38~eM 
nds of the compulsive gambler there is 'a group enlled severing 
"Giun.Anon." 33 Church 
ACK0~8 9? Cravat DOWN 
I Bird of 18 Phase I NarceUea 
peace 41 Dad's ~ Portent 
S ~rpenter'a refuge 3 Sell 
tO01 • 4~ American 4 Before 
S Amazon author S Baseball 
estuary 45 Lake, in 6 D01omltes 
12 Hebrew Spain 1 River in 
measure 41 b~l~ti e England 
13 Worl, 8 Enter 
d~entl~ 48 Overt 9 Mine 
14 A cheese 41) Untied entrance 
13 Wire of ~ Stupefy " 10 A mue 
Odysseus • ~lGarden • 11Sider Ed 
11 Goddess of plots 16 Meadows 
victory f~ Favorite 20 Deface 
13 Purpme u Co~ert 
13 Bitter vetch Avg. seintlou time: ~6 rain. 
~0 Allots 
ZlM~. 
NLxon 
22 Portly • 
38 Rases/ 
38 Fears ~ H f l ~ ~ @  
[ ~  ~ ~Ul~ 
~ n ~  ~ 
~Bii ]~ ~n~ 
~H ~ ~f l~  
Zl Five-sided 
~ures 
~ Marsh 
Z~ Thins, Jn 
law' 
~4 - et vale 
Annoy 
18 Poet's word 
Z'/.Hockey 
8rear 
Narrow 
inlet 
Cunning 
31 Carpenter, 
.sometimes 
84 Miner's 
quest 
Rat, in 
court 
~ regina 
38 b~oppy 
eater 
39 Record 
40 Not young 
41 Sand hill, 
in England 
42 Cordage 
fiber 
43 Burden 
44Serf 
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~1~ ~/ / / /~  ~//I/11///////////////////////////////////~ ~/ / I / /11~1/11/ i / / / / / / / / / / / /~  ~/ / l l i l / /~  ?.((.(~ 
;The following questions may help you to deride whether offle/ab 46 Weasel's 
you ere involved with someone who is a compulsive ~ Wander 5-,1 noise 
gambler: 
L Are you haunted'by bm cellee~are? =K=eZ Answer toyeaterday'spunle. 47~]oy the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, 
2.1s the porson in quastion ofton away from home for I 2 3 !6 I~ iS  9 to 't I ~ d ~ * v ~  ~ ~ ~  
loail, anexpisined periods of time? !14 '  ; I I "~ ,  E~..~P'Y¢ rs /~-  (~,~% d~ I .SPlDgR-/VIAN. ANP MO/./, 1 
~. Do you feel that he or she cannot be trusted with lz I I [ ~/ / r .~  ~ ~:'YfJ ~ ~ LK~R, ~.t .o,  ~A~L ~ ~ Y I  
:~  Dess he or she pr0miN ~ to stop gaml~; ,s i 
. I , 
oqj, pman ~or unomer cannes, ye¢ gamble again and t881n? " ~a i - - 
• ;~. ames me or ane norrow money to gamble with or to pey ~ , ~_.._I 
gmbl ing debto? " 23~ ~ ~]  : _~ I  ~ W ~ ~ I ~  ! ~ ~ ( % ~  
~. Have you noticed aperasnality change in'the gambler ~ ~ Z6 z~ j z~ - - 
u'::ids o r  her gambling hss progreseed? - :  
'7. Have you came to the point of hiding money needed i ' I 
family may go without food and clothing if yo• do not?" 33 I ' - . .  I 
,_,~ Do you ~arch .the gambler's detblu8 or go through ~1[ 
m.~ waue= wuen me opportunity preas•to Itself, or 
,10~::Doee the~gumbler He sometimes enmpulsively, •void ; ~ S  .... 
any diseuenio~ of his or her debts, or refuse to face the 4s i ' E 
re . f ie ,  of the situation? i s  ° i S H ~ P  SH£P 
II:~;DSOs the gembler shift the responsibility for his or her 4s ~ : ' 
gambling upon you, or try to make you feel guilty? s, " ; "  Eajq Billiardl? MIit Rod 's  B i l l a rds  12'CDo you attempt to antidpate the gambler's meodb, or .. 
try~ to oontrol his or her life? 
13:~.Do you feel that your life together 18 • nightmare? C i t~U~ . ,5-3 . . 
If you hove answered "yea" to eiz or more of these 
questions, I urge you to enntart Gmn-Anon. It's free. and 
the~e is nothing to "Join." It's 8imply a fellowablp of'men 
and women who are rehttlveu end dine friunda of 
compubdve gamblers. There you wm learn effective wsys 
of roping .with the gambling problem from rheas who have 
Hved ~Jtr.ough it. 
For reore information abeet his wonderfully supportive 
group, write to: Gamblers Anonymous, p.o.  Box 17178, 
Lee Angeles, Calif. 90017. 
It is a non-profit group, so please endme a stamped, 
self-addressed nvelope for their reply. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO BIG DADDY IN DENVER: Your 
sex life isn't over until you think it is. Trust me. 
• !: . • 
FWHZS KHW'U UENNAUM HUA ZES 
SKA KAWFKS EY  YHMKWEZ 
Yesterday's Cryp~quip-GRIM POWER-MOWER NOISES 
PROVE OVERPOWERING. 
Co~ht  
Today's CITldoq~lp dae: Zequals N
~1~ ~ Is a simple sulmlteUm dl~er la which ssch 
letter used e ts~ for another. If you think tlmtX equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the penis. Single totters, short words, 
aed words usl~g an ipe~'ophe ean give you dues to Ioceth1~ 
vsweb. Solatim is ace0mpl/ahed by trial and errur. 
• ~-, Some 
yOU put OY wr|Lt~_ g - ]ettere beeanse you doa't know I Common ~ 
relI.AU Oceastoas." Sand =l~=e, lu~, ,===pea I=~ ceuts):l /'~ gJ ik l .~.  :~'~.":~ -~. :  ? 
ealelope to Abby: 132 L=hy Drive, llevorly llill~, Cl l i l  | ' ~•;~ ~h~/ ~ =u~,u~c~us,p. 
DEAR AKBI': When I marrie,~ my husband, I thought [ 
~e Was • charming, polite gentleman. After one month, I [ 
still feel the same way-except for one thing: he insists on | 
deelpi~ on the floorl " • I =. 
He is a forest ranger, and he believes that sleeping on I 
~he floor is healthy. We have an arrangement whereby I I 
deep on the floor with him three nights a week, he sleeps I " ~.  o~A ~. c~*u~us .,.
, l~d with me three nights a week, and on 'Fuesdny we I "~ ~ ~"  "~ ~"~"  ='~ 
~etire to our respective nrners. ,. I • Jog' k  A/A.IAvlfUilU 
mochlo r. = me. = iV le l  
maband and I agree to abide by whatever you decide. My I 
zusband is anre you will agree with him because you will I Ducks Unlimited (Canada) . . 
mow that sleeping on a hard surface is healthier. I say you I 
~ill agree withme because • husband should be loyal to ! 
de.wife. What do you say? I PLANKTON - :, . BRUISED IN GOLETA ! he term "plankton" is used to T 
designate the community of tiny organisms swim- 
I ming or floating freely in natural water bodies. 
DFdUt BRUISED: I say it's "healthier" to deep on • I Plankters -- the organisms which make up the 
~xF surface, but for those of u who are aecastomed to I plankton - include plants (such as algae) and 
deepiug in beds, the floor is tee "firm" ~or cendett. 
~ompromlss. Get an extra-firm mattress (or n bed board •animals, many o f  which are microscopic in size. 
tugether haslumd's side of the bed) and sleep full zooplankton (animals) and both serve as food for 
br :yoa r The phytoplankton (plants) provide food for the 
~me, .  
larger non-plankton organisms such as fish. 
DEAR ABBY: Am I a dope to accept an engagement, " • ' ~ 
3 75 I U 'in8 from a guy who admitted it was the same diamond he "' 
gave a girl three years age? I didn't ask him any questions . . 
meanas I never knew him when he was enguged to her, 
tnd I figured it wasn't any of my business. B~ht? . .  DEAR ABBY: Wl~.t do you make of a man who b~iee 
Well, a very good friend of Alan's said she thought I was ~ wife on a Thurgdny and asks you for a date for the 
dope for aceppting a ascend-hand engagement ring. But, following. Wednesday? I ac~p~ed, thinking he needed 
~bby, he had the diamond reset, so it's not like it was the ~meous_ .m conso~., him, but I.get the surprise of my life. 
me ring. Do'you think I was a dope? He 8ctod like a smmr on ~ore  ~eave after siz monthu on a 
~. , PENNY ship. 
. . . .I'~w. lie end. Iwere very good frien~ and I realize that 
DEAItPENNY: No. If Alan can fell two birds (ddeim, ~ ~ been meg mr a year, but I san t see any excuse for  
hot is) with one stone, there's no harm done. t~, rush t~.x~an.was in to. _m~tkeup for lost time. When he 
(~.S. Keep your eye on that "good friend" of Aisn'a who ,a~eame ou~ mr me nezt night, I told him I didn't hink we 
h.~. .~.  . . .  "a do ",-- ust to mgke sure =he doess't asoum oe seen m public together because o le ht -,,-as-- ~,-- w~re pr J . . . . . . . . . .  pep  mi8 . 
__aim .you for one,.) . ' r~ug. ev ne'e ~een parsm8 himself over here, every nigl~" t 
" " telling me how lonesome he is, and how much he needs 
DEAR ABBY: I met a very wonderful maria year ago. '~emale companlouship." 
le'e been a widower for three years and Im recently Abby, l~n•wldow and lamlonesome, too, but rmnot  
~vbrced. We got serious about four months ago, and I THAT lo.ne .some. Hew lee8 do you_.think I chould wait 
roved into his home which is very beautiful. ~fere  I, tot Mm...c.o. ur~.me-t t imow lot8 of women in this 
I love him very much and he says he "corse for me," hut u)wn wee would be 8lad to have him. 
e doesn't want to marry again. EUNICE 
rarely epeaks of his late wife, but this house gives me 
he creeps. It is a museum of mementos, wif~ pictures of 
is'dead wife in every room. I just hate waking up in the D~AR EUNICE: The man shows a shoelda8 isek of 
)orning to be greeted by pictures of her in our bedrooml respect for the memory of ida wife. Put ida  on lee for. 
Do I dare suggest hat he put'them away? about a year. He enuld use some enoling off. 
M. I. UNREASONABLE(?) 
DEAR M.: If you want to oontinue the reletleaeldp, DEAR ABBY: My prol~lem is that I am o very poor 
on~ make any suggestions. Perhapa you need to be hosteas--at least I think I am. It's not that I can't rebec 
the house sniind~d:that is HIS, and YOU moved in. around people, because when I'm a guest, I'm perfectly 
": . , relezed and have a wonderful time. But when guests are iu 
DEAR ABBY: Do you think a man who would cheat on my home, I am nervous and tense and I am just not myself. 
is~expenee aceount would cheat on'his wife? I am not the fussy kind "of hostess who runs around 
~: . WILMA emptyiug ashtrays edl the time, but if there's a lull in the 
:!'!' . cenvercatlon I feel embarrassed and worry that I'm not 
DEAR WILMA: Only a manwho can't resist nice round giving my guests a good time. 1 
guree, When Ilnvite people over, they say, '~Thy don't YOU 
~..~ come HERE instead?-which leads me to believe that they 
:. ' have noticed my nervousness, too, and would rather spare 
!~ you put eft writing letters because .you don't know me the agony. What's wrong with me? And is there a 
'hat to rely', get Abby'e booklet, "How to Write Lotturs solution? 
or All Oeceduss. Send $1 and a iudg, stsmpm ;za ee•m POOR HOSTESS 
z~elope to Abby: 132 Leaky Drive, Beverly Hilb, CaiiL 
:= ;~.  ~.  ~ '</ ,~p, .  .~1 t T .  _~"t " ~  ~ "  / .~-~ - ' .~ '  • ,set of o good  to, Uu, in get g 
I=-. ~:~7/~===~ "' -  "'" ~'-"~=~'=~'~-~'-~ Nohmtorhoetosecangivegueetsalloodtime. Thegue~te 
Some cons ider  i t  bad luck  to lend salt ,  mustmskeltthemulvee.  , 
'Jm~ ~ OF ID 
By Stan Lee and John RomiM 
o 
by ]Sumt lx~lmr and Jolm~ Imat 
_ ../z~/////////# . . . . . .  
I . Open until 10 p.m. Friday end Saturday I 
I 4736 LAKELSE PHONE 635-7977 I 
/~ /~ A SPf.CJAZ. 
AU~A~y~ 
i 
~ : NEA'7"F/J6HT HAND~//~ 
by Garry Trudeau 
TA/~rr 
0ffOFMY 
/ ~s~ 
DOONESBURY 
W~l., OF O0//.~5 
7t/~ OLP MAN I PUNNO, 
APPROVf-O 7ttE Z Tl-C~l/r 
! hAL, /tOOK/ NI-ff NII~IA.M5 
NOUI.PN T I.~ ? NAY, 71P.F~ 
:=, ~ . . . J  OF~LINe 
; ! *- ~ . ' J  DUKE. 
!~, "-~=4~_/J~---W \ JlifJ I 
fffl  tAff 
HI 
"1'his fortune cookie says/Very sorry, your 
overcoat stolen." 
' j 
( 
"Mommy, Herman said he'd love you to come 
for the weekend." 
•t :i 
! 
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You may as +rwell stay home 
By HUGH A. 
MULLIGAN 
NADI, Fiji (AP) - -  
Signs1 portents and an- 
nouncements that drop a 
tourist in his tracks 
quicker than an elephant 
gun: 
"Because of Sharks 
Swimming in These 
Waters is Unsafe." This 
notice on the beach in 
front of the Hotel Men'. 
dana on Guadalcanal cuts 
drastically into the daily SKIES UNFRIENDLY 
bikini count on those "In the event his plane 
loneliest of lonely whito has toland on water, your 
'sands.  lifejackets are located 
"Do Not Use in Fire or under your seat ... a light 
"Stings of our hornet "Ladies in Miniskirts 
bees very poisonous ... if and Shorts May be 
you get bitten en head get Stoned." On the streets of 
maybe double, triple strict Moslem Dacca, 
vision ... no good." Our some of them seem to be, 
boat guide delivered this as the sign in the lobby of 
fascinating bit of en- the Intercont inenta l  
tomological information warned, especially when 
during the morning the p lane  is in from 
jungle cruise up Fiji's' Nepaal. 
Nadi River. He was '+Welcome World 
wearing a hat; no one Diarrhea Congress." 
else on board was. Only a few weeks ago a 
banner with this strange 
device festooned the 
arrival lounge of the 
Bangkok airport, where 
the message was consid- 
ered fair warning to the 
globetrotting gourmet. Earthquake." A common 
elevator sign throughout 
the Philippines which 
begs the annoying little 
question: What if one is 
already aboard when the 
Richter needle begins 
climbing with the floor 
indicators? 
"Use Staircase During 
Air Raids." Checking into 
the 22rid floor of the Tel 
Aviv Hilton, the visitor. 
learns right off that war 
is a way of life in Israel. 
will come on when you 
come in contact with the 
water and there is a STAY ON FAIRWAY 
whistle for attracting . "Watch for Crocodiles 
attention." Bumping over Near 7th Tee." The rough 
the higli-noon thunder- can be very rough on the 
heads, with rain sheeting front nine at the Santo 
across the little round course on the island of 
windows, the air 
passenger over the South 
Pacific grips the seat 
arms and half expects to 
hear Nearer My God to 
Thee on his stereo head- 
set. 
Espiritu Santo in the New 
Hebrides. 
"Tonight Our Char- 
coalette Ba-ba-cue" the 
chef in Fi j i 's Regent 
Hotel was trying to tell us 
something about the 
exotic native dishes, but 
we weren't quite sure 
what. 
"We hate to disturb you 
at this time of night, sir, 
but you know the terrible 
troubles we do be having 
in this country, sure it's a 
terror, but they say 
there's a bomb in the 
hotel and you have three 
minutes to get out." At 
the Europa Hotel in 
Belfast, blown up a 
couple of dozen tunes, 
courtesy was always a 
watchword on the switch- 
board. 
"Une.~loded Bombs ... 
No Smoking... No Fires". 
The sign marking Hell's 
Point, an old Second 
World War ammunition 
• dump on Guadaleanal, 
warns that you enter at 
your own risk. Last Jan. 
13, a grass fire exploded a 
700-pounder that shook 
houses and ratt led the 
windows in St. Joseph's 
• secondary school a half-• 
mile away• 
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